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ABSTR.ACT

This practicum paper gives a description of a staff development program, A two-

day workshop focusing on solution-focused therapy was designed and presented to three

groups of professionals: Family Services and Communiry Mental Health from Flin Flon

and The Pas, Child and Family Services in Winnipeg and Vocational Rehabilitation in

Winnipeg. The participation in the workshop was voluntary. Each participant was asked

to evaluate the workshop. A participant feedback form, a participant satisfaction

questionnaire and a follow-up interview with l57o of the participants from each group

selected ¡andomly comprised the evaluafive component of this staff development program.

The workshop consisted of a lecture format which presented skills and tools about

solution-focused therapy, experiential leaming which involved role plays, group activities

and discussions as well as taped case presentations.

The evaluation of the staff development workshop indicated a statistically

significant improvement in attitudes and knowledge about solution-focused therapy after

the workshop for all three groups. Each group found the workshop to be useful and

infonnative. They also found that the facilitator had the ability to deliver a workshop.

Based on the follow-up interviews, the participants were attempting to incorporate the

skills leamed into thei¡ present style of working. Time and motivafion æemed to

influence the application of the skills learned, Successes and struggles with the solution-

focused model were expressed, and a brainstorming and sharing session with all

participants from each respective group was viewed as the b€st form of follow-up.

l
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CTIAPTER. ONE

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this practicum was to conduct an exercise in human rcsource

development by developing a short-term staff development package focusing on solution-

focused therapy. This author hoped to acquire the skills of developing and delivering a

workshop to professionals in the helping field. In the process of developing the staff

development workshop, skills and knowledge rcga¡ding solution-focused therapy would

also be enhanced.

This human resource development activity consisted of a two day staff

development workshop comprised of theory as well as of hands on experiential leaming.

This practicum included three phases: 1) designing the two day workshop; 2) delivery

of the package; and, 3) follow-up interviews with l57o of the participants. In arldition,

measuring tools were designed and admininstered to participants in order to obtain

background information in regards to the participants as well as info¡mation pertaining

to the level of satisfaction and skills acquired via the workshop.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REvxEw

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will review the peninent literature associated with the subject matter

of this practicum: The crcation of a staff development program comprised of a two dây

workshop focusing on solution-focused therapy.

The literature review will begin by broadly examining adult leaming and human

resource development. As the review begins to focus, staff development prog¡ams,

including how to design and evaluate these programs will be explored. The literarure

review will conclude with an examination of the literature regarding solution-focused

therapy.

2.2 ADULT EDUCATION AND ADULT LEARNING THEORY:

Jarvis (1983) argues that learning is a basic human need and the process of

learning continues throughout one's life time: "Hence it is maintained that lifeJong

education should be regarded both as a human right and as a fi¡ndamental necessity in any

civilized society in order that every individual is enabled to rpspond to his learning needs,

fulfil his potential and discover a place within the wider society" (p. 57).

Knowles (1977) identifies three different meanings to adult education. In its

broadest sense, he describes the following pmcess of learning:
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In this sense it encompasses practically all experiences of mature men and women

that produce new knowledge, understanding, skills, attitudes, interests, or values.

It is a process that is used by adults for thei¡ self-development, both alone and

with others, and it is used by institutions of all kinds for the growth and

development of their employees, members, and clients. (p. 52)

In its mo¡e technical sense, Knowles (1977) describes adult education as "a set

of organized activities ca¡ried on by a wide variety of institutions for the accomplishment

of specific educational objectives" (p. 52). Knowles includes in these activities, organized

classes, study groups, lecture series, planned reading programs, guided discussions,

conferences, institutes, workshops, exhibits, and conespondence courses.

Knowles (1977) describes a third meaning for adult educarion combining the two

afore-mentioned definitions:

In this sense, adult education brings together into a discrete social system all the

individuals, institutions, and associations concemed with the education of adults

and perceives them as working toward the comrnon goals of improving the

methods and materials of adult learning, extending the opporn:nities for adults to

learn, and advancing the general level of our culture. (p. 52)

Furthermore, the literature on Continuing Education in Social Work encompasses

specific and general programs such as upgfading of professional skills and knowledge or

in-service raining, continuing education to fulfil licensing requirements, and, preparation
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for other professional levels of education (Doelfker, 1977 , cited in Continuing Education

in Social Work, Literature Review, prepared by Taylor, edited by Hunon). Cibelman and

Humphreys (1979) suggest that often these pmgrarns a¡e used interchargeably without

mention as to how they are similar or different from one another. They suggest that a

distinction between these terms is needed. Gibelman and Humphreys (1979) offer the

following definitions:

(1) in-service/staff development are programs designed to meet the leaming needs

of a specifìc staff within a pa¡ticula¡ organization.

(2) professional development is a term used to refer to conferences, seminars, and

other educational activities devoted to the development of professional

competence,..Such activities aæ often sponsored by professional associations and

need not have immediate relevance to the performance of a particular job.

(3) continuing education (in its specific meaning) has come to be thought of as

synonymous with university-based programs. (p, 401)

Zimmerman (1978) concludes from different studies conducted to determine the

reasons for which social workers participate in adult education prog¡ams, that "social

workers attended to improve their professional competence, to gain intellectual stimulation

from instnrctors and other professionals, and to pursue an interest in the conference topic.

Very few persons rcsponded that they participated to fulfil an assignment by their agency"

(p. 114). Furthermore, Brenner and Koch (as cited in Zimmerman, 1978) found in their

study, that often social service organizations offered incentives to their staff memb€rs to
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pafiicipate in adult education progfams which included, paid time away from work,

payment for the continuing education progam, ravel, lodging and meals.

Brenner and Koch (1976) found that social sewices professionals were more

interested in continuing their occupational learning, but want these programs to have

direct relevance to practice. These professionals were interested in leaming more about

methods when dealing with problem clients and to gain more knowledge in their related

discipline. Brenner and Koch (1976) found the following:

Respondents expressed considerable prefercnce for short-term programs sharply

focused upon single or closely related topics. They also liked problem-oriented

programs in which they sought solutions to real-life situations encountered in

practice, They were not adverse, however, to traditional prcgrams formats, such

as lectures, panels, and symposia, or even traditional coun¡es as they were relevant

to practice. (p. 74)

Knowles (1984) summarizes that there are three groups of learning theories, each

appropriately based on particular conditions, The fust are mechanistic (or behaviourist)

theories which claim that "if you introduce an input (stimulus) into a human being and

confol how that input is processed (operant conditioning), you will get a predetermined

oulput (response)' (p. 6.6). The¡efore, according to mechanistic theories, education's

purpose is to obrain a prescribed behaviour which a teacher decides the leamer should

perform.
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The second, cognitive theories, delineates human beings from other living forms

by the fact that humans possess a brain and are capable of critical thinking and problem-

solving. Leæning will stimulate the brain into critical thinking and pmblem-solving

exe¡cises.

The third, organismic (or humanistic) theories, maintain that all living creatures

have a predetermined, individual potential, læarning will allow for one's full potential

to be developed.

Knowles (1978) says that given that adult leaming is a new area for scientific

investigation, much of what is known is based on assumptions rather than knowledge:

I speculate, with growing supporr from research, that as individuals matures, his

need and capacity to be self-directing, to utilizÊ his experience in learning, to

identify his own readiness to leam, and to organize his learning around life

problems, increases steadily from infancy to pre-adolescence, and then increases

rapidly during adolescence. (p. 54)

Among adult educators, andragogy, a theory of adult leaming, is widely uæd.

Knowles (1984) defines the term andragogy as deriving from the Greek word anere,

meaning for adult , and agogus, mearing the an and science of helping students leam.

"Andragogy, or adult learning theory, presents a learning model that centres on learners

rather than instructions, making them active participants in the prccess" @astoor, 1993,

p. 17).
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Knowles (1984) identifies five assumptions made about adults as leamers. Firstly,

adult learners have a need to know. More specifically, adults learn better if they

understand the reason for which they need to know or the purpose of their leaming,

When adults set out to learn something, they will explore the benefits of the leaming

versus the costs of not leaming, In human rEsource development programs, the

employees who decide to partake voluntarily in leaming activities, will assess the gains

and beneñts for themselves. However, those employees who are involuntary participants

may not understand or have assessed the benefits for themselves, Therefore, they will not

be committed to the activity ormay be resistant to learning, Hence, the possible benefits

and gains acquired need to be emphasized and discussed with employees, Knowles

(1984) suggests that the more directly an adult learner can experience the benefits, as

opposed to only being told about them, the more strongly they will have the desire to

know and to learn.

Secondly, adult learners have a need to be self-directing, Adults have the need

to taks responsibility for thek own lives. In fact, adults have the need to be perceived

and treated by others as being capable of taking responsibility for themselves. Whenever

adults feel threatened by another person making decisions for them, a sense of resentnent

and resistance to the situation will be experienced. However, Knowles (1984) suggests

that when adult leamers enter into a learning activity, they seem to revert back to the

perceived role of a student as a dependent role thus expecting the teacher to direct them.

In order to assist adult leamers to become more self-directing, Knowles (1984) proposes

that an orientation be given. This orientation can be brief (a few hours) or extend over
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many days. He suggests that the components ofthe orientation to self-directing learning

are as follows: "1) an exposure fo the idea that differentiate being taught from leaming;

2) a relationship-building and resource identification exercise; and 3) some practice

exercises to sharpen skills in self-directed learning" (Knowles, 1984, p. 6.9). At fint,

when adults are more rcsponsible for their learning, they may experience some confusion,

tension and anxiety. However, as drey become more familiar with self-directing their

leaming, Knowles (1984) states that they will tend to invest more energy into thei¡

leaming.

Thirdly, adults accumulate a great volume and quality of experience, Due to their

ages, the things they have accomplished and the experiences acquired, when adults come

together as a learning $oup they rcpresent a very heterogeneous group. "Hence the

emphasis in adult learning is on the individualization of instruction- the provision for a

wide choice of learning suategies and resources and the extensive use of subgroups or

networks linking people with similar backgrounds" (Knowles, 1984, p. 6.10). Adults are

thus a rich source for lea¡ning both on an individual and group basis and this richness can

provide a base on which to relate new leaming. Knowles (1978) suggests that ¡his is the

reason for which, in adult leaming, much emphasis is placed on experiential techniques

that draw from the experiences of the learners and provides oppornrnities from which they

can leæn: ''The use of lectures, canned audio-visual presentations and assigned reading

tend to fade in favour of discussion, laboratory, simulation, field experience, team project,

and other action-leaming techniques" (p. 56).
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Knowles (1978) suggests that there is another reason for emphasizing the

utilization of the experience of the learner, Adults define who they are by their

experiences. For a child, experience is something that happens to them whereas for

adults, experience is who they are. Thus, if an adult's experience is being devalued, the

adult perceives this as a rejection of him/ her as a peßon. "Andragogues convey their

respect for people by making use of their experience as a resource for learning" (Knowles,

1978, p. 56).

Fourthly, adult learners have a readiness to learn based on what will bring them

the most satisfaction or success in life. Knowles (1978) states that andragogy assumes

that adult learners are ready to leam those things they need based on the developmental

phases they are approaching. Involved in this concept is the element of timing.

Learning opponunities which are timed with the learners readiness to learn and the tasks

needing to be accomplished during a certain development phase will be effective than

those for which the learners are not rcady or unprepared. Knowles (1978) suggests that

readiness to learn can be stimulated by exposing the leamers to b€tter models of

performance, higher levels of aspiration and selfdirecting procedures.

Fifthly, adult leamers have a life-centred, task-centred, or problem-centred

orientation to leaming. Adults see the purpose for leaming as building skills that will

enable them to cope more effectively with life, perform required tasks and aid in problem-

solving. According to Tough (1981) adults participate in learning activities due to a fairly

immediate problem, task or decision that demands certain knowledge or skill, An adult's
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time perspective is one of immediacy of application; what is leamed today can be

applied tomonow.

Knowles (1978) states that the andragogical model is a process model in

comparison to the content models used by most taditional educarors. Knowles (1978)

describes the difference. In Íaditional education the teacher or trainer decides in

advance what knowledge or skill needs to be transmitted, prepares the content to be

presented, decides on the most efficient means for transmitting this content (ectures,

readings, films, tapes, etc.), and then develops a plan for pr€senting the content. In

andragogical learning, the teacher is a facilitator who prcpares a set of procedures for

involving the learners. Knowles (1978) suggests that this process involves these elements:

(1) establishing a climate conducive to leaming; (2) creating a mechanism for

mutual planning; (3) diagnosing the needs for leaming; (4) formulating program

objectives (which is content) that will satisfy these needs; (5) designing a paftem

of leaming experiences; (6) conducting these learning experiences with suitable

techniques and materials; and (7) evaluating the leaming outcomes and

rediagnosing leaming needs. þ, 108)

The traditional education model, is more concerned with ransmitting information

and skills whereas the andragogical model is concemed with providing procedures and

resources for helping the leamers acquire information and skills. Reed (1993) suggests

that at times a more teacher-directed approach may be necessary for teaching adults,

especially in an a¡ea in which the learner has little or no experience.
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Knowles (1984) contends that the physical and psychological climates arc very

conducive to learning. In regards to the former, Knowles (1984) encourages that chairs

be placed in a circle a¡ound tables to encourage active participation. Other imponant

considerations are room temperature, ventilation, easy access to restrooms, breaks,

comfortable chai¡s, adequate lighting, good acoustics and resource material such as books,

pamphlets, manuals and audio-visual aids.

The psychological climate is even more imponant to leaming than the physical

climate. Knowles (1984) and Reed (1993) identify the following characteristics which

they view as being conducive to leaming:

1) Encourage a climate of mutual respect. Having participants write their names

on a card can foster an atmosphere of respect. Also asking participants to talk about

themselves by identifying who they are, what special qualities they bring to the group,

and, what they would like to get out of their learning experience (goals, questions,

problems or concems) encourages an atmosphere of respect.

2) Encourage a climate of collaboration as opposed to competiveness. Adult

learners need to be encouraged to share and view their experiences and knowledge as a

rich resource for leaming.

3) Encourage a climate of supportiveness, All contributions are accepted as being

significant and worthwhile contributions,

4) Encourage a climate of mutual tn¡st. In order to convey a trusting

environment, the educator needs to do away with the power and authority role and replace
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it with the role of facilitator or helper. The facilitator should also actively behave in ways

to convey trust.

5) Encourage a climate of active inquiry. The adult learner actively paflicipates

by volunteering information or sharing concerns.

6) Encourage a climate of openness. The facilitator and learners are encouraged

to be open, natural and authentic.

7) Encourage a climate where a relaxed environment can exist. Iæave time for

participation and practice.

In addition to the physical and psychological climate, Knowles (1984) believes that

the organizational climate will also affect leaming, The way in which an organization

will support human rcsource development prcgrams and encourage employees to

participate is a contributing factor. Managers' style, either conrolling or facilitating,

and/or sructure of the organization will affect employees \ryillingness and self-motivation

to learn. Availability of financial resources will also impact on the accessibility to

educational programs, Lastly, organizations prepared to give employees rewards for their

efforts in learning can stimulate motivation in learning.

2.3 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMEI{T:

The defl¡nition for human rcsource development was first introduced in 1968 by

Leonard Nadler and continues to be operational today, Nadler and Nadler (1989) defines

human resource development as: "1. organized leaming experiences provided by
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employers, 2. within a specific period of time , and, 3, to bring about the possibility

of performance improvement and/or personal growth" (p. 6),

The fìrst concept of organized leaming experience suggests that the leaming is

intentional rather than incidental. We a¡e in a constant process of leaming. Incidental

learning represents the things we do on a daily basis which we leam but had no intention

of leaming. In human resource development, "the focus is on intentional or purposeful

leaming, when the learner is engaging in the experience with the express intention of

leaming" (Nadler and Nadler, 1989, p. 10).

The second concept, within a specific period of time, speaks to the duration of a

huma¡r resource development activity, The duration may range from one hour to one

year. Nadler (1989) suggests that whatever the length, it should be clearly specified so

there is no confusion as to when it will start and when it is scheduled to end, Given that

human resource development is often conducted during working houn, this specification

is necessary. Furthermore, Nadler and Nadler (1989), states that duration effects on the

evaluation: "It is possible to evaluate leaming at different times during an human

resource development program, but it is essential to evaluate at the completion of the

program" (p. 11).

The third concept, which entails bringing about possibility of performance

improvement anflor personal $owth, implies that learning can take place without

producing any performance improvement, However the possibility of improved

performance can be increased by implementing support systems for the leamer following

the program. Nadler and Nadler (1989) define performance improvement as "how
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individuals do their jobs individually or in relation to orhers after the human resource

development experience" (p. 12). Funhermorc, Nadler (1984) says thar the concepr of

growth encompasses the elements of growth within the organization and within oneself,

The former suggests that employers can provide leaming that will allow the individual

to grow with an organization. There is recognition that change is constant and that

leaming can help individuals keep up with the changes in the worþlace. Personal growth

entails a number of learning that will allow individuals to achieve inner satisfaction which

can be either job or non-job-related.

Human resor¡rce development comprises three different activities which a¡e often

used synonymously: training, education and development, However, Nadler (1984)

makes a distinction between these activities:

Training is learning related to the present job; the leaming is for improved

performance on the present job of the individual, Education is leaming to prepare

the individual for a diffe¡ent but identified job in the not-too-distant furure,

Development is leaming for growth of the individual but not related to a present

or future job. (p. 1.16)

The important distinction between training and development is "that development

is not job related. As with other learning, this does not mean that what is learned during

development cannot be applied to a present or future job, It is not the essential purpose"

(Nacller, 1984, p. 1.22).
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2.4 STAFF DEVELOPMENT: A LEARNING ACTIVITY:

A closer look at staff development is important to further define the activity

undertaken in this practicum. As previously mentioned, the purpose for staff development

is to benefit both organizations and individuals, but they do not have to be murually

exclusive (Nadler and Nadler, 1989). With the changes in present society, organizations

are asked to keep up with the changes and the demands from the work force, When

employees and employers arc ready and open to learning new skills in order to keep up

with changes and demands, it seems much eâsier to move a worþlace in the di¡ection

of the new gends, Staff development is an activity that may keep the worþlace in a

leaming mode (Nadler and Nadler, 1989).

Staff development is somefimes refened to as an activity designed to release

human potential. Nadler and Nadler (1989) state that "development provides opponuniry

for people to move in unchaned directions" (p. 77). Development can be more of a risk

taking endeavour, for its objective is concemed with the person's leaming rather than with

how the person will use this learning, as is the case in education or Eaining activities.

However, skills developed through staff development can be put to use for the benefit of

an organization or agency.

Additional staff development objectives have been identified by læonard (1974,

as cited in Austin et al., 1984) and they include the following:

(1) orienting new employees; (2) identi$ing worker performance deficiencies;

(3) coping with legal, societal, economic, and technological changes so that the

organizations can flexibly meet emerging needs and unexpected contingencies; (4)
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preparing and upgrading employe€s for more skilled positions and possible

advancements; and (5) enabling employees to keep up with current developments

in their field of specialization. (p. 81)

Fufhermore, Miller and Verduin (1979) def,rne staff development as follows:

a learning program concemed with staff members who are associated with and

employed by an organization. It is an organizationally sponsored learning effort

which is based upon staff members' previous leaming and job experiences, and

the organizational needs, mission, and goals. The content ofa staff development

program is determined to a great extent by the social and economic needs of the

organization. (p.4)

Nadler and Nadler (1989), suggests that the responsibility for staff development

rests at the management levels. Given that raining and education are based on job

performances, their needs a¡e much more identifiable than those of staff development.

If agencies and organizations do not vierv this activity as being an important part of the

workplace, it is often unavailable to individuals.

Although management is responsible for staff development policy within their

organization or agency, the implementation of a staff development activity can be

provided by agency staff or by oußide resources (Nadler and Nadler, 1989). Individuals

from every level of the organization or agency can attend a development activity, Given

this diverse representation, employees can interact and acquaint themselves with
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colleagues on an informal basis. Selection for development activities needs to be

voluntary or self-selected, for not all employees are interested in development

opportunities. "No employee should be coerced, either overtly or covertly, to take part in

staff development. That would defeat the purpose and would pmve to be

counterproductive" (Nadler and Nadler, 1989, p 79).

2.5 DESIGNING LEARNING PROGRAMS:

As previously mentioned, human resource development is concemed with

intentional learning, Wiggs (1984) best defines leaming as "a process of internalizing

skills, knowledge, or attitudes which provide a relatively permanent change in behaviour"

þ, 7.4), Change is the most important component of leaming. The change which takes

place can result in very obvious behaviour changes or covert behaviours which are not

seen externally.

Staff development programs need not be scheduled into a structured cou$e or

curricula like in other types of leaming, Miller and Verduin (1979) identify rhree rypes

of learning structures: informal, nonformal and formal learning. They believe that "a

good staff development program would use all three forms as well as combinations of

each as is best determined by the success of the staff development program" (Miller and

Verduin, 1979,p,73).

An informal learning program is directed at self-improvement. Miller and Verduin

(1979) suggest that this program relies on staff members to develop and implement means

for leaming. Furthermore, it requires that the responsibility for choosing a leaming goal,
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andselecting a leaming st¡ategy, executing that strategy, evaluating the outcome

communicating the results rests upon staff memb€rs.

A nonfo¡mal learning program emphasizes g¡oup activities. Each member is

responsible for the functioning of the group, Miller and Verduin (1979) suggest that it

allows for programming dealing with needs of the individuals and the organization,

leaming of specific skills and knowledge whether needed, demanded or desired, and, a

population which can be easily subgrouped according to leaming opportunities and needs.

In regards to staff development, nonfor.mal leaming is a useful approach given that it is

very flexible and unstructured. "Whether prog¡ams are of short or long duration, for

single or multiple sessions, and for direct or indirectjob performance, this approach tends

to be flexible and practical in its orientation" (Miller and Verduin, 1979, p. 8l).

Furthermore, nonformal leaming tends to focus on participants being involved in the

programming which includes, "workshop, sharing of practices and techniques, and small

group activities" (Miller and Verduin, 1979, p.8l). Nonformal leaming emphasis is on

peer teaching or adults teaching adults.

Formal leaming is very structured and usually time specific. The content and

presentation of the material are predetennined and preparcd prior to the delivery of the

program. Participants are required to confonn to the program, Miller and Verduin

(1979), suggests that pre-and-post tests can be used ro determine the amount of

knowledge prior to and following the program. "Formal leaming provides a standardized

program of studies for everyone and limits program distortions, misinformation, and

duplication of effo¡'t" (Miller and Verduin, 1979, p. 84).
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Wiggs (1984) states that learning prograrn design models aid the designer in

ensuring that leamers will achieve their leaming intent. There does not exist a perfect

design model for all learning progmms. "More often, the many variables involved in

designing leaming programs cause far less than ideal conditions to prevail, And yet, a

leaming program is designed, the program is implemented, and learning intents are

accomplished" (Wiggs, 1984, p. 7.8). However this does not deny rhe validity of the

designs and their contribution towards guidance and direcrion in accomplishing an

effective learning program.

lViggs (1984) maintains that every leaming pro$am has the following interrelated

variables: objectives, leamen, instructional materials or aids, program sponsors, content,

insrucúonal strategies, learning facilities or aids, and instructors/instructional nredia.

Wiggs (1984) filrther maintains that most often a learning program will also have

independent variables that must be considered, even though the designer may have linle

or no contol over them. The following independent variables may impact on the

program or its learners: organizational climate, reduction in force/layoffs, wage/salary

issues, workflow problem, employee-supewisor conflicts, and technological changes,

\Viggs (1984) identifies two forms of design models. The first design is

descriptive in nature. In this model, the designer describes the many variables to be

considered during the design process. The designer is not required to follow a given

sequence of steps, but should keep in mind the interacting variables associated with the

learning program thoughout its design, execution and conclusion. In a descriptive design

model, data collection or analysis conceming the learner in the learning program design
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process is not necessary, especially if the designer already knows the learners' needs. A

descriptive model is an open systems design model which refers to the options the

designer has in implementing the design process without needing to follow a step by step

procedure,

The second design is prescriptive in nature. In this model, the designer follows

prescribed step-by-step procedures in implementing the leaming program, The designer

using a prescriptive design model must check the learners'needs prior to building the

cüriculum content. Therefore, the designer must complete each and every step in

soquence; there is no room for modification or adaptation in the model. Hence, a

prescriptive model is a closed system giving the designer no option but to follow each

and every step prescribed in the model,

The advantages of both the closed and open design models for learning programs

have been identified by Wiggs (1984): (l) learning is job cenured for it focuses on

defined, specific job task o¡ skills, knowledge, and,/or attitudes; (2) clearly stated

objectives are part of leaming programs; (3) leamers are given instructions stemming

from a carefully designed curricula. The instruction is based on the needs of the leamer

and/ or agency. The instn¡ctional objectives will determine the material and methods used

to Eansmit the instructional information; (4) given that learning prograns are geared

for the leamer to increase skills, knowledge and/or aninrdes, there is greater possibility

for learner participation and motivation; (5) efficiency of leaming is encouraged by

maximizing leaming during the program design by prioritizing the areas which the

leamers should and must know; (6) instructors can focus on leaming facilitation in order
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to make the leanring much more effective and efficient by knowing that the instructional

material will be helpful in the delivery of the information, Wiggs (1984) concludes that:

an open system model permits the eliminarion of certain steps in the design

process when the needs assessment or somo other step has already been

accomplished and is furnished to the designer, By far, the majoriry of designers

follow an open systems design model, for obvious reasons. (p. 7.11)

Wiggs (1984) suggests that in order to design an effective and efficient leaming

pro$am a number of tasks are needed: 1) determine appmpriateness of a potential

leaming progr¿ìm; 2) conduct needs assessment; 3) identify learners' needs, including

such data as anticipated number of learners, location of the leamers, working background

of the leamers, motivations of learners, specific interests or biases of leamers, job

performance requirements (ust to name a few), in order to aid in the decision making

conceming the proposed leaming program; 4) analyze cha¡acteristics of the leamers'

jobs and tasks; 5) establish the overall leaming prog¡am objectives, the general

instructional objectives and the specific leamer objeuives for the learning pmgram which

will reflect leamers' needs and describe the learning intents of the program; 6) write

a statement of learners' objectives which will comprise of a description of tasks,

conditions and standa¡ds under which performance can be observed; 7) create course,

leaming package and workshop by detemining components of the leaming program,

always keeping in mind the leaming intent; 8) organize the learning content into a

meaningful insructional sequence; 9) speci$ instructional strategies; l0) identify
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learner activities; 11) determine instructional resources appropriate for the delivery of

the inseuctional activities; 12) determine the size of the learning group, the leaming

environment, the duration of the program, costs and number of facilitators; 13)

communicate the instructional activity effectively to the learners by conducting the

leaming progam; 14) evaluate the learning package.

As indicated, when designing a learning program, it is mandatory to identifr

learner performance objectives, Given their importance, a further exploration of

objectives will follow. Wiggs (1984) idenrifies different types of objecives and rhey

include the following: 1) behavioral remrinal objectives which includes a sp€cific

statement of what will be expected of the learner at the conclusion of the leaming

experience; 2) nonbehavioural terminal objecrives which describes the expected leaming

outcomes by the learner but not in behavioral terms; 3) organizational improvement

objectives which ¡eflect the desi¡rd results of the learning experience for an organization;

4) ultimate value objectives focuses on the anticipated and final results. læaming

objectives are comprised of a statement of intentions and a description of what the leamer

will be doing when demonstrating achievement of the objective.

Austin et al, (1984) state that developing learning objectives involves six steps:

1) selection of tasks developed by a trainer or from existing tasks; 2) formulation of

specific behavioral objectives that relates to the goals; 3) identification of ¡he level of

Íaining to be conducted; 4) selection of procedures addressing the issue of what the

learner needs to be able to do or know; 5) formulation of subobjectives specifying what

the learner must know or bo able to do before performing or completing the behaviour
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objective; and 6) identification of the methods used to achieve the behavioral objecrives

such as through role play, lectures, presentation etc..

Furthermore, when Knowles (1972) designs learning activities, he takes into

account that adult learning is a process of self-directed inquiry. He thus employs a

process design containing seven elements:

1. Setting a climate. Creating a climate that is conducive to leaming is very

important to the quality of leaming. Knowles (1972) states that he attempts to achieve

a climate of informality, mutual respect, collaboration, openness, authenticity, trust,

nondefensiveness, physical comfort, and curiosity.

2, Mutual planning. It is important to have panicipants involved in some way

in the planning of the program. Knowles (1972) explains that "any person tends to feel

committed to any decision or activity to the extent that he feels he hæ influenced the

decision or activity" (p. 38).

3. Diagnosing needs. This can be accomplished by asking individuals themselves

what they want or what they think they need to learn in order to be more productive. In

a $oup context, Ieaming needs may be identified as a group. Another approach in

diagnosing the needs of the leaming involves two steps: l) creating a model of

competency required for performing a given role adequately; and 2) asking learners to

assess their prcsent level of development on this competency model.

4. Formulating program objeoives. Knowles (1984) states that "the purpose of

program objectives ís to provide program planners with some guidelines æ to broad goals

for which they will be held accountable and to provide consumers with a basis for
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selecting those aspects of the program that would be relevant to them" (p. 6.18). He

further says that the objectives can be described in a terminal b€haviour terms which can

be observed and measured or described in terms of directions of growth, encompassing

knowledge, skills, attitudes and values.

5. Planning a sequential design of learning activities. This involves arranging the

units of learning in a manner of continuity, sequence and unity.

6. Conducting the learning experience. This component is concerned with the

execution of the learning experience.

7. Evaluating the learning. Knowles (1972) advocates for less thinking in terms

of evaluating and more in terms of rediagnosing the assessment of the outcomes of the

leaming. Rediagnosing involves asking learners to reexamine their level of development.

This approach sways away from the traditional technique of pretest and posttest. "It

requires such qualitative techniques as participant observation, in-depth interviews, case

studies, personal diaries, analyses of performance changes, and others" (Knowles, 1984,

p.6.22).

Jorgensen and Klepinger (1979) suggest that Eainers must be able to plan, design,

facilitate and evaluate, They must care for, respect and trust the participants. They must

create an envi¡onment where the participants can utilize tools, self and others to develop

knowledge, attitudes and skills. Furthermore, Rothman (1973), identifies different

typologies of teaching strategies from which trainers can select: (1) teacher as an expert,

(2) teacher as a form of authoriry, (3) teacher as a socializing agent, (4) teacher as a

facilitator and (5) teacher as a person. Rothman (1973) suggests thar the teacher as the
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facilitato¡ is the most useful mode in adult learning, A facilitator suppons independence,

makes provision for divergent tlrinking, allows participants to proceed at their own pace

of learning and enhances motivation in leaming. The teacher as a p€rson encourages

adult learning.

2.6 EVALUATION OF LEARNING PROGRAMS:

Individuals involved in staff development are faced with two major quesfions when

implementing and evaluating program (Austin et al., 1984). Firstly, did rhe sraff

development program meet its objectives? Secondly, how has the program influenced

participants?

Chabotar and Lad (as cited in Austin et al., 1984) and Philips (1984) suggest that

thero are five ¡easons for which staff developm€nt evaluation is important, The first

reason is the need to determine if the objectives were met in the form of improved staff

competencies measured by the amount of change in workers' attitudes, knowledge or

skills. The second reason for evaluation is to identify the srengths and weaknesses of

the program so that the quality can be maintained or improved through changes in the

method of presentation, educational tools, setting and other instructional methods. The

thi¡d reason is to determine the relationship between staff development cost and possible

benefits to the agency or organizarion. The fourth reason is related to the need to justiff

continued staff development progmms in the future by using outcome data. The fifth

reason is to provide data that will be useful in assessing the results of specific

programming and in determining the needs for additional naining or development, Philips
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(1984) identifies a sixth reason for evaluation, He states that evaluations can reinforce

the information covered in the program.

The literature recommends a pre/pos/then approach when evaluating learning for

social work staff ( Doueck, Bondanza, 1990; Austin er al., 1984). The pre/poslthen

technique consists of participanß completing a pretest and posttest. Following the

taining and completion of the posttest, participants will be asked to reflect back on rheir

knowledge and skill level at the start of the Eaining. Doueck and Bondanza (1990) state

the following in regards to this form of testing:

It is common for participants to overestimate their skills and knowledge at the

beginning of a training program and to realize how much they did nor know or

could not do at the conclusion of the program. As a result of this response-shift

bias, a pretest posttest nrcthod may fail to reflect any improvements which may

have occurred in a participant's skills or knowledge bæe. (p.124)

Once this shift in perspective has been accomplished the participants will be given

a second posttest to complete which will be the "then" test. Doueck and Bondanza

(1990) indicate that these "then" scores allow for more accurate assessment of pre-Eaining

skills as these scores are obtained at the conclusion of the raining when it is pæsumed

that the participants have a knowledge of the concepts and skills that were to be leamed

When designing and administering testing, Philips (1984) recommends the

following guidelines. Firstly, select the appropriate type of questions, Questions can be

open-ended, eliciting an unlimited answer, checklist format which lists items and directs
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the leamer to check those which apply, two.way which have altemate responses,

multiple-choice which gives the leamer many options to chose from and the ranking

scale which requires the lea¡ner to rank a list of items.

Secondly, the test should allow the learner to demonstrate the skills and knowledge

gained from the program.

Thirdly, every step of rhe test should bs planned including the riming of the test,

pÌeparation of the lea¡ner, administ¡arion of the test and the evaluation of the results.

Fourthly, all learners should be given the same directions as to the execution of

the testing because the quality of the directions can influence the outcome of a tesl

Fifthly, predetermined standa¡ds of the test ne€d to be developed so that the

leamer will know in advance what is expected for the satisfactory completion of the test.

Sixthly, the test should not include any trick quesrions that will cause the leamer

to go asEay when answering the test.

Leamer feedback is another form of evaluation rvhich is popular and frequently

used but viewed as being less reliable than tesring (Philips, 1984), Feedback requested

from learners may focus on the followingi Program content, insnucdonal materials,

method of presentation, the facilitatoç planned improvements and the facilities to name

a few.

Philips (1984) also identifies follow-up as anorher form ofevaluation, The follow-

up is conducted at a predetermined time after the completion of the program. The

purposes of the follow-up is as follows: to help measure the lasting ¡esults of the

program, to emphasize areas where the learners show the most improvement, and, to
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compare the rcsponses at follow-up with those at the end of the program (Philips, 1984).

Philips (1984) identifies a few guidelines that will enhance the effectiveness of a

follow-up evaluation: (1) determine the progress that the leamer has made since the

completion of the program; (2) ask as many of rhe same or similar questions as asked

at the end of the program, for, this will allow for continuiry of the data collected; (3)

solicit from the learner any obstacles or reasons for which improvements may be lacking

or negative comments sha¡ed; (4) the leamer should be aware and exp€ct a follow-up

by communicating during the program or preferably at the end the intentions for a follow-

up.

2.7 SOLUTION. FOCUSED THERAPY:

For a number of years, helpers using a brief model of intervention in therapy have

been exploring new and innovative ways of dealing with complaints, Notably, Steve de

Shazer, Insoo Kim Berg and their colleagues from the Milwaukee team developed an

approach which is less problem focused and more solution oriented (de Shazer, 1985).

The importance is on "exceptions" and "progress" rather than on "problems", Many

clinicians, including de Shazer (1985, 1988), Berg (1990, l99l), O'Hanlon and Wiener-

Davis (1989), Walter and Peller (1992) and others have developed thei¡ own version of

solution-focused therapy based on their clinical backgrounds and orientation. The

following assumptions or philosophy seem to be common to solution-focused therapists:
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1) It is imponant to utilize what the client brings to therapy. Clients know what

is best. They are experts about their problems and lives and have the resources to solve

their problem.

2) It is not necessary to have detailed knowledge about the complaint in order to

resolve it.

3) It is not necessary to know the cause or function of a complaint in order to

resolve it.

4) Cooperation is necessary and mandatory. The notion of resistance does not

exist.

5) All parts of the system are interconnected and interrelated.

6) A small change in a system may lead to bigger changes. Therefore, a big

problem does not necessitate a big solution. Small changes are ne€ded and will ripple to

create other changes.

7) There are many ways of looking at a situation, none mo¡B correct than others.

8) Clients define their own goals, but they can also be co-defined with the

therapist.

9) Change is constant and inevitable.

10) It is easier to build on success than it is to stop an undesirable behaviour. Pay

attention to when the problem is not a problem. If it works, don't fix it; in fact do more

of it, When it does not work, do something different.

Based on the afore-mentioned assumptions, influences from different theories can

be noticed. Solution-focused therapy is a model of intervention which has been strongly
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inJluenced by family therapy theories (Berg, 1991). In particular it has borrowed from

the works of Bateson, Milton Erickson and the Mental Health Institute (de Shazer, 1985).

Doherty and Baptiste, Jr. (1993) state that family therapy theories a¡e interested in the

examination of family interaction pattems. Berg (1991) notes that by changing the locus

of the problem from the individual to the interactional system, the family became both

the unit of observation and the unit of treatment. Doherty and Baptiste, Jr, (1993) state

that Bateson was very intrigued with social interaction with its focus upon messages and

communication, Bateson was also very interested in "the difference which makes the

difference or an idea that is the news of difference" (de Shazer, 1982, p.73), Solution-

focused therapy pays close attention to exceptions to the problem or when a difference

can make a difference. Bateson's norion that ideas develop from having two or rnore

descriptions of the same process, pattern or sequence that are coded or collected

differently helped to create the assumption that there are no right or wrongs in solution-

focused therapy but only differences which a¡e useful and creative (de Shazer, 1985).

This was the creation of a poly-ocular view to situations (de Shazer, 1985).

Doherty and Baptiste, Jr. (1993) state that in the 1980's the ideas ofconstrucrivism

permeated into family therapy theory. This concept "emphasized that what is real cannot

be assessed objectively but only through the consEucts of the observer, and reflexivity,

which emphasizes that the observer is part of the system being observed" @oheny and

Baptiste Jr., 1993, p, 511). Constructivism's emphasis is on context and meaning.

"Everything said is said from a tradition and has meaning only within that tradition"

(Efran, Lukens and Lukens, 1988, p. 28). The consrructivist will have an active role to
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play in creating a view of the world and interpreting observations in terms of it (Efran,

Lukens and Lukens, 1988), This author believes that the concept of constructivism takes

roots from symbolic interactionism theory. The focus of this theory is on the connection

between symbols and interactions, "It essentially is a frame of reference for

understanding how humans, in concert with one another, create symbolic worlds and how

these worlds, in turn, shape human behaviour" (LaRossa and Reitzes, 1993, p. 136).

Similarly to constructivism, symbolic interactionism deals with the imponance of

meanings for human behaviour (LaRossa and Reitzes, 1993). Symbolic interactionism

assumes that people will act based on the meaning given to a situation and that meanings

come about as a result of interactions between people.

Solution-focused therapy is an interactive process that involves the client(s),

therapist(s), and the context in which they work together. According to Walter and Peller

(1992) "therapy becomes an interactional or joint experience, with problems and goals

constructed or negotiated between client and therapist" (p. 6). Clients will often come

into therapy presenting their problems in such a way that the difficulties are viewed æ

a fact of life or an unchangeable steady state. However, when asked, clients ca¡ describe

when the problem does not exist. For the client this is not a diffeænce that can make a

difference. It becomes the role of the therapist to deconstruct these misperceptions and

co-create a new meaning upon which solutions can built. Deconstruction (de Shazer,

1988) involves the therapist's accepting the client's frame as logical up to the point where

it produces troublesome behaviou¡ thoughts, feelings and perceptions, It also involves
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exploring the client's situation, sometimes in great detail and at great length looking for

exceptions and promoting whatever is useful and helpful to the client.

de Shazer (1991) states that solution-focused therapy was greatly influenced by

the works of Watzlawick on refmming, and the Brief Therapy Centre at Mental Health

Research lnstitute (MRI). Reframing changes rhe client's viewpoint by placing it in

another frame which fits the same situation equally well or even better, thus changing the

enthe meaning. The effect of this repositioning causes changes in behaviours,

perceptions, emotional states and beliefs. Once the clients can se€ things differently, they

can begin to behave differently.

The MRI view on brief family therapy caused this group to begin to sway away

f¡om the family therapy theory's belief that clients' problems as being a reflection of a

dysfunctional social organization within the family (de Shazer, l99l). They began to

look at the interactional patterns and the here-and-now of the therapeutic process Íts

imponant rather than looking at causal explanations for complaints. The intervention was

geared around behavioral changes described by the client as being problematic. They

began the brief therapy notion drat no matter how complex the situation, a small change

in one person's behaviour can make a profound difference in the behaviour of all persons

involved (de Shazer, 1985). In the MRI brief therapy model, rhe therapisr along with the

client, works out the definition of the therapeutic goals. MRI began to shift the

boundaries (de Shazer, 1991) from the "client-plus-problem" to rhe "clienr-plus-problem-

plus-therapist", Solution-focused therapists went one step further and redefined the unit

of analysis as involving "client-plus-therapist-plus-goal" or solution, de Shazer (1991)
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believes that "solution-focused therapy is seen as a mutual endeavour involving therapists

and clients together consructing a mutually agreed upon goal" (p. 57).

Berg (1991) states that solution-focused therapists find it more profitable and

easier to construct solutions than to dissolve problems, She goes on to say that it is

simpler for clients to repeat successful behaviour patterns than it is to try to stop or

change symptomatic behaviour. Both client and therapist are actively involved in

exposing pre-session changes, which a¡e positive changes that occur prior to therapy but

since they contacted an agency for service. They also seek for dre exceptions to the

problem or periods when the expected problem does not occur. Whenever successful

behaviours cannot be found, imagined solutions aæ sought by asking the miracle question

and asking questions that will help the client to discover his/her own solution. Berg

(1991) explains that the miracle question is a goal setting and solurion finding technique

which helps the client specify how things will be diffe¡ent once the problem is solved,

Berg (1991) indicates that clients are asked the following quesrion:

Suppose the¡e is a miracle tonight while you are sleeping and the problem that

brought you he¡e a¡e solved. Since you are sleeping, you do not know that the

miracle has happened. What do you suppose you rvill notice that's different the

next moming that will let you know that there has been a mùacle ovemight (p.

r4)

Milton Erickson had an impact upon brief family therapists and solution-focused

therapy. Erickson's notion of balance-lheoretical maps helped solution-focused therapists
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use the same map for both solutions and complaints (de Shazer, 1985). Symptoms or

complaints are accepted and rather than trying to eliminate them, they are transformed

into part of the solution. Furthermore, Erickson's confusion technique (de Shazer, 1985)

was also adjusted to solution-focused therapy. It involves exploring in detail each point

of difference between two or more people without any attempts at closure or resolution

and then openly admitting one's bewilderment in rega¡ds to their differences (de Shazer,

1985), This technique allowed for a new construction of meaning and goal sening

between úe therapist and dle client.

Erickson's questioning of resistance cont¡ibuted to the development of the concept

of co-operation (O'Hanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989). Clients' non-compliance is viewed

as their way of educating the therapist in regards to the methods that will work for them.

Brickson's conrribution to hypnosis is also used in solution-focused therapy.

Although clients are not put into a Eance, they are asked future oriented questions which

presuppose change. The therapist's use of language also presupposes change and the

miracle question takes the client into the future (O'Hanlon and Wiener-Davis, 1989).

Solution-focused therapy has also bonowed from systems theory. It assumes

that all parts are interconnected and interrelated. Whitchurch and Constantine (1993)

suggest that one concept of systems theory is interdependence/mutual influence. They

suggests that "because components in a system are interdependent, or held together in a

system, behaviours of the components exhibit mutual influence, meaning that what

happens with one component generally affects every other component" (tWhitchurch and

Constantine, 1993,p.332). Solution-focused therapy also assumes that minimal change
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is needed to begin solving complaints and that once the change is initiated, further

changes will be generated by the client.

Solution-focused therapy also shares the sysrems theory concept of equifinality.

Whitchurch and Constantine (1993) define equifinaliry as the sysrem's ability to atrain the

same goals but through different routes. Solution-focused therapy believes that there a¡e

many ways of viewing a situation, none more correct than others.

Solution-focused therapy tends to give importance to the systemic concept of

wholism (de Shazer, 1985). Whitchurch and Constantine (1993) stare thar the concepr of

wholeness is characteristic of systems because behaviours will emerge from specific

arrangements in a system and from the transactions among parts made possible only by

the anangement. Therefore, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. In solution-

focused therapy, since interacive pattems can be seen as both individual and systemic

habits alt it would take is for one person to behave differently to break the habit (de

Shazer, 1985).

Unlike systems theory, solution-focused therapy does not b€lieve that the family

unit will respond to change in a way to maintain a homeostatic balance and maintain its

boundary. Berg (1991) states that solution-focused therapy views change as inevitable

and constantly occurring,

This author believes that feminist theory has to some extent influenced solution-

focused therapy. Osmond and Thome (1993) state that feminism begins by assuming the

cenEality, normaliry, and value of women's experience. Solution-focused therapy fïnds

it important to view the clients as experts in regards to their situation, The notion of
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empoweÍnent of clients is central to solution-focused therapy. Berg (1991) describes the

following features used in empowering: l) the client-worker relationship is a

collaborative venture; 2) it is assumed that the client is competent to know what is good

for them and their family; 3) it assumes that the client has the ability ro solve problems

and has done so in the past; 4) the clients negotiate their goals for therapy; and,5) it

is an approach that respects clients' autonomy and personal, familial and culrural

boundaries, and, is less intrusive. Osmond and Thorne (1993) further explain that

feminist theory is very centred around gender biases and the inequality in power and

control based on gender. This author believes that solution-focused therapy has its

shortcomings in addressirrg the political issues sunounding gender differences and the

inequality in the distribution of power between the genders. Explanations for boundary

violations through the use of violence or abuse ar€ not givon.

2.8 SUMMARY:

This author considered the definition of professional or staff development as the

activity pursued through a two-day workshop. The staff development activity undertaken

for this practicum was initiated by this author along with representatives from each of the

three groups expected to pafiake in this activity.

In designing the workshop package, this author used the fourteen tasks described

by Wiggs. Given that the needs of the participants were determined prior to the creation

of the learning package, an open design model was used. The objectives for the two-day

workshop were determined by this author and they were shared with the participants prior
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to the acfivity. Each participant had the opportunity to determine for themselves whether

they had the desi¡e to parlake in such a staff development a$ivity.

ln creating the workshop package, the objectives and goals were constantly

¡eferred to. The material was organized and presented in such a way to maximize upon

the participants' leaming. As Doueck and Bondanza recommended, a posttest consisting

of a "pre" and "then" test was designed to evaluate knowledge and attitudes at the

conclusion of the activity. A satisfaction questionnaire as well as follow-up interviews

were designed by using the guidelines described by Philips,

In the delivery of the workshop and in its creation, the information pertaining to

adult learning was refer¡ed to. Knowles concepts of self-directed learning, the richness

of adults' experiences, ¡eadiness to leam and adults' life-cenred orientation to leaming

were all anchors when designing this activity. The instructor in the role of facilitator w¿¡s

also recognized and incorporated into the delivery of the workshop. Knowles'

recommendations in regards to the physical, psychological and organizational climate

conducive to learning were all considered for this workshop,
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CHAFTER III

THE PRACTICUM REPORT

3,1 Introduction

This chapter describes the staff development a*ivity developed for this practicum.

This practicum is a human rÞsource development program which, through the use of a

staff development activity, professionals working in the human services field were given

the opportunity to enhance professional knowledge in the area of solution-focused

therapy, The staff development may or may not have immediate relevance to the

perfonnance of a particularjob but it was hoped that the tools presented would be utilized

along with the existing skills possessed by workers.

3.2 Description of the Practicum

This practicum consisted of the delivery of a staff development program to

professionals already working in the human services field. The progÌam involved a two

day presentation of a solution-focused approach, via a workshop format. It is important

to note that this presentation took into account different sryles of solution-focused therapy

which this author reviewed as well as the skills developed through this author's

professional experience. Hence, the training was not a presentation of one particular

model but an integration of a number of styles (de Shazer,1985, 1988; Berg,199l;
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Michelle \Veiner-Davis and rüilliam O'Hanlon, 1986; Ben Furman and Tapani Ahola,

1992; Walter and Peller, 1992: and Huber and Backlund, 1991).

Three groups ofprofessionals from thrce different disciplines received the training:

Mental Health, Child and Family Services and Vocarional Rehabilitation. The setting

for the workshops varied from group to group. The workshop for the Mental Health

professionals was delivered in the boa¡d room in the Provincial Building in The Pas,

Manitoba. The workshop for the Child and Family Services Professionals was delivered

in the boa¡d room of the Directorate ofüce for Child and Family Services in Winnipeg.

The workshop for the Vocational Rehabilitation professionals was delivered in the boa¡d

room at the CNIB in rilinnipeg.

This practicum incorporated the three types of learning strucnres: formal,

nonformal and informal. The overall structure was formal, in that the program was

designed prior to its delivery and an evaluative component was also included. It was also

nonformal in that the pro$am consisted of a workshop format. The emphasis of the

leaming was on peer teaching in a small group sefiing. Participants had the opporruniry

to share experiences and experiment with new and old techniques in the presence of

peers. This was based on this author's belief that the participants would bring to the

workshop a wealth of expertise and experiences. Hence, this author used a style of

facilitator in the delivery of the workshop, It was also rhis author's belief, that by using

the style of facilitator, it would allow for mutual sharing belween this author and the

participants. Furthermore, as a facilitator, this author could play the role of resource

person, clarifier and guide.
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Informal learning was another type of learning used in this practicum. Participants

were self-selected based on their willingness to learn and funher explore a different

working technique. Participants were given the opportunity to determine the goals they

had for themselves in regards to the workshop and the ways by which they would execute

their new knowledge.

3.3 Description of the Staff Development Activity

It was this author's task to design a staff development program encompassing the

techniques and interventions pertaining to adult leaming, staff development and solution-

focused therapy.

An open system model was used in designing this staff development workshop.

Certain steps were eliminated in the design process due to the fact that the

appropriateness of the learning program and needs assessment had been accomplished

prior to designing the workshop. ln conversafions with the Mental Health Coordinator,

the taining specialist from Child and Family Services and a spokesman from Vocational

Rehabilitation, a workshop pertaining to solution-focused therapy was viewed as being

able to meet the needs of their professional staff and job requirements.

The objectives for this staff development workshop were identified as follows:

1) To develop an understanding of solution-focused therapy.

2) To develop a working knowledge of the techniques and tools used within

solution-focused therapy.
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3) To learn the techniques used in this therapy model in order to integrate them

within professionals' working style.

4) To implement a number of the intervention techniques explored in this

workshop when working with clients,

The intent of the workshop was to familiarize professionals with the model and

techniques of solution-focused therapy.

The three groups were given a statement describing the intent, objectives, format,

and, requirements regarding the two day workshop (See Appendix A),

In creating the learning package to be used in this staff development program, its

intent and objectives were constantly ¡efened to. The learning components deemed

necessary in order to execute this workshop were identified. The package woutd include

various topics to be covered during the course of the two days: l) the theories from

which solution-focused therapy obtained its grounding; 2) the description of solution-

focused therapy; 3) the assumprions of solution-focused therapy; 4) the various

technþes of an initial interview when using solution-focused therapy (e.g. joining,

matching the clients' language, goal se$ing, normalizing, exception finding questions,

scaling questions, miracle question, the think break, compliments and intervention

message, and, tasks); 5) therapist-client relationship panems; and 6) subsequent

interviews. The content to be delivered during the workshop consisted of an educational

component that would be ransmitted through a lecture format as well as a panicipatory

component which would consist of participants partaking in role plays, discussions,

viewing of video tapes and small group exercises.
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The content was organized into an instructional sequence covering the two days.

The workshop outline was organized in the following order:

9:00-10:15

10:30-12:00

BREAI(
2:45-4:00 -Role Play

-Discussion
-Review

DAY II
9:00-10:00

DAY I
-Introduction of both the facilitator and the panicipants.
A description of each participants' goal is asked for.
-The theories fiom which solution-focused therapy has obtained its
grounding,
-What is solufion-focused therapy?-When to use/ not to use
-Assumptions of the model.

BREAK
-Components: Joining

Description of complaint
Role Play
Goal setring
Role Play

LUNCH
-Exception Finding Questions
-Scaling and coping questions
-Miracle question

1:15-2:30

10:15-12:00

1:15-2:00

2:00-2:30

2:45-3:00
3:00-3:15
3:15-3:45
3:45

-Check-in and Review
-Intervention Break: Compliments

Intervention Message
Tasks/Suggestions

BREAK
-Tape; Milwaukee interview
-Group exercise pertaining to intervention break
-Report on the group discussions

LUNCH
-Finish Milwaukee tape- intervention break
-Discussion
-Subsequent sessions

BREAK
-Case introduction
-Video tape of the case illustration
-Role play
-Testing and Conclusion

A thorough description of the raining package can be found in Appendix B,
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It was decided that the most effective way to deliver the content was with the aid

of audio-visual equipment. Overheads for each topic area covered were produced. A flip

chart was also used to help in the delivery of the material. Video tapes were used to

demonstrate the how-to-do component of the content information being taught. Handouts

pertaining to the techniques discussed we¡e distributed as future rcsource material. Role

plays as well as group discussions and exercises were viewed as an excellent way of

implementing experiential learning.

The maximum number of thiny participants were allowed to partake in this

workshop.

3.4 Evaluation of the Staff Development Activity

An evaluation component was designed to evaluate the staff development

workshop. The participants were given a "Participant Data Form" to complete. The

identifying information obtained aided in the completion of a profile of the different

participants involved in the staff development workshop. (See Appendix C)

The panicipants were given a "Participant Feedback Form" to fill out after the

workshop (See Appendix D). This form asked the panicipants to reflect on their

knowledge and anitude about solution-focused therapy befo¡e and after the staff

development workshop. The information obtained would report whether the workshop

had changed panicipants knowledge and attitudes in regards to solution-focused therapy.

The panicipants were also given a "Participant Satisfaction Questionnaire" which

was designed along the lines of the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire developed by
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Attkisson (see Appendix E). This questionnaire provided feedback in regæds to the

quality of the workshop, possible improvements for future workshops and impressions in

regards to the facilitator.

The evaluarion also comprised of a follow-up interview with 157o of the

parficipants selected randomly. This form of evaluation was viewed as providing more

specific information pertaining to the staff development prcgrarn. This entailed a phone

interview with the chosen participants to obtain a qualitative report on the suff

development workshop. These phone interviews were conducted six to eight weeks afær

the workshop. More specifically, the inrerview consisted of nine questions focusing on

three domains: 1) general satisfaction about the workshop, 2) feedback pertaining to the

staff development package presented, and 3) how the staff development workshop has

impacted upon the parricipants as professionals.

3.5 The Delivery of the Staff Development Acfivity

The staff development program was delivered in a workshop format over a two

day period. The same content package was used with all three g¡oups. However, the

second workshop was co-lead by this author and a colleague. Transparencies were made

for most of the topic areas being covered in the workshop. These transparencies rvere

photocopied so that the participants' attention could be on listening rather than on wdting.

All participants rcceived the same handouts and information. The delivery wæ in a

lecture form and the participatory component consisted of role plays, a group exercise,
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and viewing of two taped case scenarios (Milwaukee tape and a taped family interview

from this author's caseload).

The flust group to receive the staff development workshop was the group f¡om The

Pas. There were thirteen participants: four Community Adult Mental Health Worken,

one Community Child and Adolescent Mental Health Worker, one Coordinator of Mental

Health, three Child and Family Services Worker, one Social worker who did half time

Child and Family Services work and half time Community Living work, one full time

Community Living Worker, one Family Conciliation Counsellor, and, one Hospital Social

Worker. The group was comprised of three men and ten women. Thei¡ educationat

background consisted of B.S.W. (4 participants), R.P.N. (4 participants), B.A. (3

pafiicipants), R.N. (1 participant), and Teacher's Cærtificate (1 panicipant). Many of the

participants had graduated in the 70's and the 80's, 196l being the earliest year of

graduation and 1992 being the latest year of graduation.

Twelve of the participants had more than five years experience in the human

services field whereas one participant had between rhree to five yean. Additionally, three

participants had one to two years, four panicipants had three to five years and six

participants had more than five years in their present work place.

All thirteen panicipants reported working with individuals. They also reported

working with the following clients: families (10 panicipanrs), couples (9 participants),

and, groups (1 pa¡ricipant). Seven participants typically had more than ten sessions with

their clients, three participants had be¡veen five to ten sessions and three participants had

less than five sessions.
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The group from The Pas had no previous training in solution-focused therapy.

However, two of the participants had done some readings in regards to the model.

The delivery of this workshop went relatively well for its first attempt. The group

participants asked many clarifying questions which helped this author to be clearer about

the material being presented.

The role plays did not unfold as smoothly as they could have due to the fact that

the participants were selecting scenarios which were very difflrcult to play out. They

seemed to choose the most challenging case frcm thei¡ caseload and attempted to apply

the tools being taught. This resulted in this author telling subsequent grcups to use

situations that were easy enough to sort out in a short period of time. Funhermore,

questions stemming from the role play experiences suggested that there was a need to

explore with the groups times when this model does not seem to be as powerful a tool

as it could be. This author had incorporated into the workshop time to discuss biases

about solution-focused therapy, but this did not seem to be useful given that this gtoup

had little knowledge about the model. This discussion was subsequently replaced by

situations of when solution-focused therapy does not work as well as it could, In the

delivery of the theoretical grounding of solution-focused therapy, this author did not use

any visual aids to assist in the delivery of this material, This author sensed that the

material could have been presented in a clearer and more interactive manner. The use of

a flip chart when presenting this material would be tried for the next group.

Some of the participants from this group had been this author's former co-wor*en.

This author believes that the dynamics remaining from this role should have been
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addressed during the workshop. This may have created a more informal atmosphere than

the one that seemed to exist during those two days.

The location of the workshop, the board room, was very small and warm. The

presentation was often disrupted by panicipants' need to open a difficult window to

provide air into the roonr. This seemed to effect the panicipants' level of energy and

concentration.

The second group to receive the staff development workshop was Child and

Family Services in Winnipeg, Twenty two participants attended the workshop: eight

Child and Family Services Workers, six Family Suppon Workers, three Clinical Case

Consultants, two Rehabilitation \Vorkers, one Play Therapy Worker, one Program

Consultant, and one Conununity Mental Health Worker. The group was comprised of

seven men and fifteen women. Their educational background consisted of B,S.W (7

participants), M.S.W. (3 participanrs), B.A. (2 panicipants), M,Ed. (l panicipant) and

other programs (9 panicipants) such as Applied Counselling, Cerrificate in Chemical

Dependency, Social Services Certiñcate, Advanced Certificate in Child and Adolescent

Psychiany, and, Residential Youth Care Certificate. The majority of the parricipants

graduated in the 80's and 90's with 1979 and 1993 being the earliest and latest years of

$aduâtion respectively.

Fourteen participants had more than five years experience in the human services

field, five participants had three to five years and one participant had one to two years.

Nine participants reported having more than five years experience in their present work,

whereas five participants had three to five years, five participants had one to two years
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and two had less than one year. Twenty one participants indicated that they work with

individuals. They also indicated working with the following clients: families (17

participants), couples (5 participants), groups (15 paÍicipa¡lts), and, agencies (1

parricipant). Fifteen of the panicipants typically had more than ten sessions with thei¡

clients, whereas five participants had five to ten sessions and two participants had less

than five sessions.

Twelve participants had done some reading about solution-focused therapy in

comparison to ten participants who had not done any reading prior to the workshop.

Eight participants had previous uaining in solution-focused therapy in comparison to

fourteen participants who had no uaining in this model.

This workshop was deliver€d with less apprehensions than dre first time. This

author had identified during the first workshop a few areas needing improvement and they

were incorporated in the content material. Role plays seemed to run more smoothly when

participants were encouraged to chose situations which were easier to execute. Having

an opportunity to discuss the times when the model is less powerful also seemed to be

well received by this group. With this gloup, a more visual presentation was given than

with The Pas group. The presentation on the theoretical grounding of solution-focused

therapy was assisted by means of a flip chart, In using the flip chart as a media for

delivering the material, the $oup seemed to be more involved in the presentation, and

thus, seemed to interact more with the information given and the facilitator.

This workshop was co-lead by this author's co-worker. The presentation material

remained the same as the material delivered to The Pas g¡oup, however, the different
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topic areas were divided and presented by the two facilitators. The questioned asked were

also handled by both co-facilitators. There did not appear to be a difference in the

participants' willingness to ask clarifying questions or to participate in the group exercises

and ¡ole plays. The content delivered by the two facilitators was the same for both

groups. Having a co-facilitator for this workshop was very supporfive to this author.

The ¡oom in which this workshop took place seemed adequate, but, more space

would have been needed for the role plays.

This author took the oppornrnity to examine the learning ¡eceived from the

delivery of the second workshop, and it wæ decided that the sequence would remain the

same and the material presented would be the same. The changes which were

incorporated in this workshop, would be kept in delivering the last workshop.

The third group to receive the training was Vocational Rehabilitation, There were

thirteen participants: eleven Vocational Rehabilitation Counsellors and two Employment

Counsellors. This group was comprise<l of nine men and four women, Their educational

background consisted of B.S.W. (4 participants), M.S.\V. (2 parricipants), B,A. (2

participants), R.P.N. (2 participants), B.Ed. (1 panicipant), M.Ed. (l panicipant) and

Counselling Cenificate (1 participant). A majority of the participants graduated in the

70's and 80's, with the earliest year of graduation being 1960 and the larest yea¡ of

graduation being 1987.

Twelve participants had more than five years experience in the human services

field, whereas one participant had three to five years, Eight participants had mo¡e than
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five years experience in their present work, whereas one participant had three to five

years, two participants had one to two years and two participants had less than one year.

All thirteen participants reported working with individuals. They also reported

working with the following clients: families (5 participants), couples (2 participanrs), and,

groups (1 panicipant). Seven participants indicated working typically with clients for

more than ten sessions, whereas four participants indicated five to ten sessions and two

participants indicated less than f,rve sessions.

Eleven participants reported having done reading about solution-focused therapy

in comparison to two participants who had not read about the model. Eleven participants

had no previous training about solution-focused therapy in comparison to two participants

who had obtained prior üaining about the model.

The different changes incorporated during the second workshop, such as the flip

chart and execution of the role plays were again implemented during this workshop. The

delivery of this workshop went very well. This author was very familiar with the material

being presented and had, through the last two workshops, worked out the snags. The

questions that had been asked during the two previous workshops had also helped rhis

author to be clearer and more comfortable with the subject matter. This group

seemed to need time to discuss how solurion-focused therapy could be used in their

worþlace. They also needed some time to discuss how the tools being presented could

impact on their workplace if they were to use them. This group was interactive and

questioned the application of the techniques presented. This author seemed more flexible
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in allorving for these discussions to take place. once the exchange terminated, this author

went back to the last point of focus, and continued with the delivery of the package.
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CHAPTER FOIJR

EVALUATION

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents a description of the statistical findings pertaining to the staff

development. Firstly, a Participant Data Form provided identifying information about the

participants (See Appendix C). For a detailed description of the panicipanrs in rhe thre€

locations refer to Chapter three, section 3.5.

Secondly, a ten item Panicipant Feedback Form provided information regarding

the perceived attih¡des and knowledge of participant before and after the workshop,

Questions 1(a) to 4(b) addressed paÍicipanrs' arritudes about solution-focused therapy,

Questions 5(a) to 9(b) addressed their knowledge about this approach. Question l0 dealr

with general usage of the approach (See Appendix D). This resr shows that the different

groups of panicipants revised thei¡ attitudes and were more knowledgeable about solution-

focused therapy following the intervention,

Thirdly, a Participant Satisfacion Questionnaire provided informarion rcgarding

the participants' level of satisfaction with the staff development progtam. The results

show that the three groups were satisfied with the workshop.

Fourthly, data from interviews with 157¿ (eight) of rhe panicipant will be reported.

Nine questions were asked and a qualitative rrporting of each question will describe the

feedback obtained.
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This author will also report on a subjective evaluation of her opinions p€rtaining

to the workshops and her abilities as a facilitator.

4.2 The Statistical Findings from the Participant Feedback Form

Four pieces of analysis were conducted on the information obtained through the

feedback forms:

(A) Frequencies were run on all cases and a separate analysis was done of the

responses from each location (See Table 4-l).

(B) Paired samples t-tests were executed on all panicipant forms, This involved

paired samples t-test on the "before" and "after" points for the combined groups (See

Table 4-2).

(C) Paired samples t-rests by g.oup, This involved paired samples t-tests on the

and "after" poinrs by group (See Table 4-3).

(D) Independent samples t-test to examine difference between each group at the

"before" and "after" points (See Table 4-4),

A total of A vaßd Participant Feedback Forms were examined. Thirteen forms

were filled by the group of The Pas, representing 27.7Vo of the total. Twenty two forms

were completed by Child and Family Services, tepresenting 46.8Vo of the total. Twelve

forms were completed by Vocational Rehabilitation, representing 2S,SVo of the total.

The Participant Feedback Forms asked respondents to comment on their

knowledge and attitudes about solution-focused therapy using a 5 point likert type scale.

Table 4,1 illustrates the mean sco¡e, the standard deviation and the minimum and

maximum score for each question,
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The th¡ee groups combined and the three groups separately are somewhat similar

in results, With the exception of question three, which is a reverse scoring, the "after,,

mean sco¡es are higher than the "before" mean scores (See Table 4.1). A comparison of

the average scores "before" and "after" the intervention for the three groups combined,

and for each group individually is as follows: all three groups combined had an average

"before" score of 3.04 and an average "after" score of 3,96; The Pas group had an

average "before" score of 2.98 and an average "after" score of 3.90; the Child and

Family Services group has an average "before" score of 3.1 I and an average "after" score

of 3.94; the Vocational Rehabilitation group had an average "before" score of 3.00 and

an average "after" score of 4.06.

When a paired samples t-test comparing the perceived attitudes and knowledge of

all participants before and after the workshop was performed (Table 4-2), it showed that

in all a¡eas, statistically significant impmvement was observed in both anitudes and

knowledge (p < .05).

A paired samples t-test comparing attitudes and knowledge before and after the

workshop by groups (Table 4-3), showed that The Pas had a statistically significant

improvement in both attitudes and knowledge (p. < .05). This analysis showed that Child

and Family Services had a greater statistically significant improvement in the area of

knowledge (p. < .05) than in the area of attirudes, Two of the five attirude quesrions were

not statistically significant. This analysis also showed that vocational Rehabilitation had

a greater statistically significant improvement in the area of knowledge (p. < .05) than in

the area of attitudes. One of the five attitude questions was not statistically significant,
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TabLe 4-2. Paired Samples T-Test Conrparison of Perceived Knowledge and Attitudes
Before and After Workshop for all Three Groups Together.
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When an independent samples t-test was executed to examine the difference

between each group at the before and after point (Iable 4-4), it showed that there were

no significant differences between the groups before or after the workshop. Each group

seemed to be at the same level in all areas prior to and subæquent to the workshop.

4.3 The Statistical Findings of the Participant Satisfaction Qucstionnaire

Three pieces of analysis were conducted on the information received from the

Participant Satisfaction Questionnaire:

(A) Rating of each quesrion for all quesrionnaires (See Table 4-5).

(B) Rating of each question for questionnaires of each g¡oup (See Table 4-5).

(C) Independent samples t-test on question 4 to examine the general satisfaction

with the workshop between the three groups (See Table 4-6).

The Participant Satisfaction Questionnaire asked participants to respond to

questions pertaining to the material presented during the workshop and the facilitator

using a 4 point scale, ranging from a less than favourable response of 1 to a very

favourable response of 4.

The rating for each question for all the three groups rogether, showed tlrat the

workshop was well received (Table 4-5). The mean sco¡e ranged be¡veen 3.26 nd3.B7,

which conesponded to an above average score on ¡he 4 item scale. This suggest that the

staff development program ì¡ias perceived as being well presented and meeting participant

needs. Also the participant satisfaction questionnaire indicated that the participants were

generally satisfied with the facilitator's ability to conduct a staff development workshop

and presentation of the material covered,
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The rating for The Pas group showed that the mean score ranged from 292 and

3.77, somewhat lower than the three groups rogether (Table 4-5). This suggests that the

participants we¡þ not as satisfied as the three groups together, but nevertheless were

generally satisfied,

The rating for Child and Family Services showed that the mean score ranged from

3.14 and 3.86, again lower than rhe rhree groups togerher, but higher than the gmup from

The Pas (Table 4-5). This group was also sarisfied with the workshop.

The rating for the Vocational Rehabilitation group showed that the mean score

ranged from 3.42 to 4.00, higher than the mean score for the three groups together (fable

4-5). This suggests that this group was very satisfied wirh the workshop, more so than

the three $oups together and the other two groups separately.

The differences in the mean score from one gtoup to the next can be explained

by the fact that The Pas group was the first $oup to receive the wor*shop, whereas the

Vocational Rehabilitation gtoup was the last. This author's level of comfort with the

material a¡d the role of facilitator seemed to increase after each workshop.

When an independent samples t-test (Table 4-6) was executed on question 4, it

was observed that the Vocational Rehabilitation group had a significantly higher overall

satisfaction in comparison with The Pas (p, < 0.05). This independent samples t-test also

demonstrated that the Vocarional Rehabilitation group had a significantly higher overall

satisfaction in comparison with the Child and Family Services group (p. < 0.05). The ç

test analysis indicates that there was not a statistically significant difference between the

level of satisfaction between Child and Family Services and The Pas. However, the
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Vocational Rehabilitation group was ¡¡rore saúsfied, overall, with the training than the

other two groups.

Table 4-6. Independent Samples T-Test On Question 4 Cornparing Overall Satisfaction
With The Workshop Between the three groups

Groups n Mean s. D. t-value df p

The Pas

Chüd and Family Services

::ilir.ji:+liilliiiliiÌ1iiÌli.Ìii:'ri:,:i,:liiiIÌ,ililiilì!ì;ìä1ji;1ìi
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Child and Family Services

Vocational Rehabilitation
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' Significant at p < 0.05.
-NOTE- Independent Samples T-Test Bascd on Pooled Variance Estimate.
- Based on Separate Variance Estimate.

4,4 Qualitative Report of the Follorv-up Intcrviervs

Follow-up interviews were conducted with l57o of the participant six to eight

rveeks after the workshop. The total number of interviewees per $oup was as follows:

trvo panicipants from The Pas, four participants f¡om Child a¡d Family Services, and, rwo

participants from Vocational Rehabilitation. The following is a qualitative repon of the

participants' responses by cluestion.
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Question I Since the staff development workshop, how have you become more

interested in solution.focused therapy?

Since the workshop, four of the participants said they were reviewing the handouts

and the notes taken during the workshop. In fact, one was reviewing the handouts as a

way of preparing for interviews with clients. One panicipant had attended another

workshop in solution-focused therapy since this workshop. Two panicipants indicated

that they \{ere very excited about the concepts from the model and that they have been

reading books and articles to obtain morr in depth information. Two of the participants

were questioning how they could integrate this model in their present working style, One

participant was going to attempt to use this model in a group with survivors of sexual

abuse, Another panicipant had been attempting to phrase questions by using more

solution-focused language.

Question 2 What benefits do you think you gained from the staff devetopment

workshop?

The majority of the participants (six out of the eight) indicated that the

workshop gave them more clinical tools to work with. Here is a list of the b€nefits

reported:

-help clients find the resources which will aid in their change process, by

using tools such as the miracle question, exception finding questions, scaling questions

and pointing out differences;
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-tools to help clients take more responsibility in idenrifying short rerm

goals. At one time this professional would tell the clients about his/her options but now

gives the client the opponuniry to explore what would work for them;

-the resources and techniques received from this model can aid in

overcoming or breaking down road blocks that the client has put in front of them, such

as negative thinking;

-the workshop was a reminder to look for positive and to be more positive

with clients. The assumption of "if it's not working, stop", and ',if it's working, do more

of it" is useful in helping families with rheir smrggles;

-has provided ideas in regards to more opon-ended questions;

-usage of a more solution-focused language, relationship and circula¡

questioning to help identify problems and solutions;

-being more awa¡e of where the client is and what their wants and needs

are.

Question 3 Are you doing anything different in your work with your clients as a

result of the staff development workshop? If not, why not?

All of the eight participants indicated that they are much morÊ aware of the way

they ask quesfions when interviewing clients. Two participants said they ask questions

in a more positive manner with the intent of exploring positive and exceptions. As a

result, they felt they get less caught up with the problem. One participant shared that

when one points out positive and strengths, this can prevent worker burnout and can also
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empower the clients. One participant had been using cheerleading techniques, for, this

person felt this was an excellent emotional 4otivation for clients and also helped in

pointing out positive. One of the panicipant said that the technique of reframing wæ

being used more frequently in this person's working style.

Four participants said they are using the tools of rhe model in a more defined

process and contpxt, The miracle question, scaling questions, exception finding questions

and relationship questions were being incorpomted in the participants' style of working.

In fact, one participant indicated that her work place has been very excited about the

solution-focused approach and is intending to incorporate it into their admitting, Eeatment

and case planning.

For three of the participan¡ knowing that the clients' history is not alwayS helpful

at identifying changes sought by clients, had helped them to focus on the here and now

and zero in on the goals nruch quicker.

Question 4 Have you had the opporúunity to talk this out and its application with

other colleagues? What was the outcome?

Four participants did not discuss with colleagues rhe workshop or the skills leamed

during the workshop. They mentioned that time and heavy caseloads did not allot them

the opportunity to share ideas and information. Two participants did indicate that on the

day of the workshop, they talked with other panicipants about how they would apply the

model and how it could be useful with their clinical work rvith clients. One participant

sha¡ed that in supewision, a solution-focused approach was used to discuss and plan for
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the case in question. One panicipant had been sharing the theoretical background of the

model with colleagues in order to help them be more understanding of the approach.

Two participants had been discussing with colleagues how they could integfate the

solution-focused approach in their agency as well as in their work with clients. One

participant and this person's team had talked about selecting a few cases and working

with them by using the solution-focused approach as their form of intervention. However,

lack of time and motivation have prevented this from happening.

One participant prepared a short presentation about the workshop to colleagues.

This person mentioned that these colleagues reported having used the material presented

and found it helpful in their work.

Question 5 In your work with clients, in what ways have you been finding successes

and strugg¡es with the techniques?

Seven participants reported successes rvith the techniques discussed during the

workshop. One participant had not had the time to use the model, although this person

would lile to do so. The participants were experiencing success€s with the miracle

question, exception-finding questions, and, looking for differences when the problem does

not exist. They were finding that clients tend to give much moæ information when their

line of questioning is more positively framed. One participant sha¡ed that this approach

sEeamlines the interview process. It reduces interview tinæ and yet can arrive at the

point of decision-making more quickly.
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Different examples were given by the participants of their success€s. One

participant said this approach was used with a boy from a dysfunctional home, This boy

began to explore how he can make things better for himself. He could think for himself

and begin to feel like he had some control in some aspects of his life.

One participant sha¡ed that this technique worked very well with teenagers: ,,kids

eat it up." The approach turned them a¡ound to view issues in a more positive ñarrc,

Another participant mentioned that scaling questions were used within a $oup setting and

the dynamics of this group improved.

One participant shared that the miracle question worked very well in gathering

info¡mation from a child who had said very little during the intewiew. Another

participant shared that the miracle question was helpful in sorting out a conflict between

foster pæents and a child.

The struggles were identified as follows:

-framing questions so that they arc asked in a positive way

-integrating the tools learned by reflecting upon and changing old techniques

which are not as useful and helpful to clients

-some clients are very receptive but others have a difTicult time with rhe

techniques used by the professional. How does one work with these ctients?

-incorporation of this model in supervision

-using the model in an effective way when working with issues of sexual abuse

-posing questions to young child¡en without giving them false hopes.
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Question 6 What part of the staff development workshop was the most helpfut to

you? Explain.

All of the eight participants had found different aspecrs of the workshop helpful

in their present work with clients. The workshop was viewed æ being concrete and

understandable. One participant was pleasantly surprised by the information ¡eceived

during the two days. One participant felt that the future-oriented questions helped him

to be less tempted in answering questions for clients by allowing them to struggle with

their answers. Three participants shared that the role plays were useful in bringing to life

the tools being discussed in the workshop, one participant said that the case illustration

video was very helpful in illustrating the model in a concrete and tangible manner, The

grounding of solution-focused therapy was viewed as being very helpful for two of the

participants. This made the model more understandable. Three participants felt it was

helpful to be away fiom the offìce to network with other professionals and to discuss how

they are working with clients.

Question 7 What part of the staff devetopment workshop 'r as the least helpful?

Explain.

Five participants could not think of anyrhing that was least helpful about the

workshop. Nothing stood out as needing improvements. one participant shared that the

role plays could have been more structured so that less time was wasted by the groups

in designing their own case scenario. One panicipant felt that there was too little time

for experiential exercises to practise the techniques being presented. One panicipant
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shared that lístening to other workers share case examples was confusing and disruptive

to this person's own learning of the model.

Question B What would you change to improve this staff development workshop?

Six participants felt that the role plays could have been conducted in a different

manner, The feedback ¡eceived indicated that the role plays could have been more

organized and structured by the facilitator, Also, a group role play could have been

executed along with the small group role plays. Watching the facilitator role play could

have demonstrated how the techniques can be used in counselling.

Two participants felt that the location of the workshop was an issue. They would

have preferred a different location with less disruptions.

Question 9 What kind of follow.up progrr¡m, if any, rvould be the most helpful to

you and your group?

The eight participants felt that a gathering of people involved in the workshop

with the purpose of discussing how they are using the model, how they have integrated

the techniques, their struggles and successes with the model and ideas about

incorporating the model within their work was viewed as a useful follow-up. This would

fulfil three goals: Provide a refresher about the model, reæsure that the techniques are

being used properly and networking with other professionals,
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4.5 Evaluation of Self

This author believes that the staff development workshop was well designed. It

was concrete and very experiential in nature. The content presented was meant to be

work oriented so that when the panicipants left the workshop they could begin to

incorporate the techniques in their own practise, Its content was geared for professionals

either unfamiliar with solurion-focused therapy or minimally familiar wirh it. For those

professionals very knowledgeable with its approach, the material presented could serve

as a review.

As a facilitato¡ this author was very nervous presenting to her first group. This

was this author's first experience at delivering a two-day workshop. The added pressurc

for this author was the fact that some of the memb€rs in this group were former

colleagues. It seemed that this author was very attached to her material and did not sway

much f¡om the agenda. In delivering fhe second workshop, it appeared that this author

was much more relaxed and less ma¡ried to dre package, This author was morÊ

comforrable in answering questions and being lead by the participants' agenda, By the

third workshop, this author was very relaxed with the material being presented. The

pæticipants were given ample room to discuss their issues being raised by the workshop

content without being rigidly directed back to the task at hand. I also seemed to invite

the participants to discuss among themselves their apprehensions concerning the approach

and their worþlace. I facilitated these discussions by introducing concepts stemming

f¡om solution-focused therapy.
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It seemed very important that this facilitator presented herself as a ¡esource person

rather than an expert. Encouraging the participants to recognize their prior skills aided

in keeping their interest in the material being presented. At times, some of rhe

participants appeared to argue against different points. This may have been a sign that

the participants' expertise and skills were being challenged. This could have also been

a sign that the participants were feeling overwhelmed with all the new information. Also,

this could have been a sign that the participants were feeling the desire to incorporate the

new skills discovered during the workshop but were feeling the need to poslpone this due

to time restraints and high caseload demands.

This author agrees with the panicipants interviewed in the follow-up, The ¡ole

plays could have been more structured, During the workshop role plays, this author

noticed that the participant would select case scenarios which were so difficult in nature,

that the purpose of practising the techniques was lost. With more organization, the role

plays could have been a more powerful tool.

The facilitator who co-lead the second workshop with Child and Family Services,

reported that the workshop was well organized and all of its pieces fit well together. The

content material wns clear and not too overwhelming; the amount of information given

was sufficient, There was also an adequate amount of role plays, However, the role

plays could have been designed by using a fictitious situation to demonsrate the

techniques being presented. Also, the pacing could have been changed at times. Moro

specifically, more group and individual exercises could have been conducted to break the

lectures and the role plays.
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As a facilitator, the co-facilitator described this author as being informal. This

author did not present herself as being an exp€rt but rather as a resource person. The

atmosphere created by this author was comfortable, therefore, pafiicipants felt at ease in

participating and questioning.



CHAFTER F'IVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

The intent ofthe staff development program was to present a workshop that would

enhance participants' learning in solution-focused therapy without necessarily having æ

an outcome the incorporation of the learning in their present workplace, The staff

development pro$am focusing on a two-day workshop about sotution-focused therapy

seemed to enhance participants' knowledge and attitudes concerning the material

presented. Assuming that the follow+rp interviews are representative of all the

participants, they suggest that the participants interviewed are attempting to integrate the

tools and the skills presented during this workshop into their working styles. It would

appear that time and motivation se€ms to interfere with the application and continued

interest in the material presented during the workshop. When a participant has made the

commitment to do something different in their work style following a staff development

program, they se€m more likely to follow through with this commitment than a pafücipant

only wanting a break from the work site or involved due o an interest in the subject

matter. The results of the evaluation may have been affected by the fact that the

facilitator admininstered the questionnaires and also conducted the follow -up interviews.
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This author's personal reaction to the three workshops \ryas that the délivery went

well. It was this author's belief that The Pas enjoyed the workshop the least, whereas,

Child and Family Services had enjoyed the workshop, but, not as much as Vocational

Rehabilitation. The evaluation supported this reaction in a statistically significant manner.

This suggests that the evaluative component of a staff development program is very

important. Discussing outcome and enhancement is more objective and can be supported

by quantitative reporting.

Having a well designed p¡ogram was helpful, Knowing that a core presentation

of skills and material was designed, made it possible to be more flexible with the groups.

Experience in delivering this workshop enhanced this author's coÍìfort with the material

presented, the questions asked and the participants' individual agendas. More sharing by

the pa¡ticipants was noticed and this facilitator felt less like an expert and more like a

resource person çtruggling with some of the same issues they were addressing.

5,2 Recommendations

External variables, such as work load, dynamics between workers, uffesolved

conflicts, travelling and r€asons for attending a staff development program needs to be

considered by the facilitator. The delivery and the outcome can be influenced by these

variables and if they a¡e not taken into consideration, a facilitator may look in all the

wrong places for the causes of a poor outcome. In particular, facilitators delivering a

staff development program to former co-workers should address the ghosts of this prior
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role before pursuing with the task at hand. This can reduce the tension and the resistance

created by unresolved issues.

In creating the staff development program, a needs assessment was not deemed

necessary given that representatives expressed and discussed with this author the needs

and wants of their respective groups. However, if the needs remain unclear or if the

facilitator is interested in the needs of each individual ofa group, a closed systems design

model may be exercised. A thorough needs assessment will need to bo conducted prior

to designing and implementing the leaming activity.

Being aware of participants' goals and agendas regarding their involvement in a

staff development program is important. Without this input, participants may not panake

as much in the program, thus, resulting in less growth and learning. It is recommended

that professionals be viewed as having competencies and skills which can be enhanced

upon during a staff development program, If panicipants are feeling dismissed or

belittled, they may react in a resistant and defensive manner.

Being a facilitator and resource person rather than an expert when presenting to

adult participants is useful and important to the leaming and growth of all involved. This

role allows for exchanges to take place and for the facilitator to learn as much from the

participants as they will learn from the facilitator.

When presenting a workshop as a staff development program, more than one

presentation should be planned. Experience and feedback allows for changes to take

place, resulting in a better r¡uality workshop.
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Panicipant Satisfaction Questionnaires should include closed-ended and open-

ended questions. Asking participants to explain questions such as what was the moslleæt

useful component about the workshop, what would you have liked included in the

workshop etc., will give more information to create futurÊ changes ín order to improve

the quality of the activity.

When possible, the person to person follow-up evaluation of a staff development

program should be conducted by an individual other rhan the facilitator. This can

decrease biases and skewed answen.
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APPE}{DIX A

WORKSHOP OUTLINE GIVEN TO PARTICIPANTS

PRIOR TO THE WORKSHOP
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT: WORKSHOP IN SOLUTION.FOCUSED THERAPY

This workshop is open to professionals within the Agency who are currently

carrying a caseload. P¡evious knowledge of solution-focused approach is not necessary.

OVERVIEW:

The workshop is designed to give professionals working within the human services

field an overview of Solurion-Focused Approach. Assumprions, techniques, and, tools

used within this approach will be presented.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

1) To develop an understanding of Solution-Focused Approach.

2) To develop a working knowledge of the techniques and tools used within

a Solution-Focused Approach.

3) To learn the techniques used in this approach in order to

integrate them within professionals' working style.

4) To implement a number of the intervention techniques explored in this

workshop when rvorking with clients,

FORMAT:

The entire two days of the workshop will revolve around an exploration of

Solution-Focused Approach. The workshop will be presented in lecture form and may
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include role plays and case examples, all having the goal of examining the techniques

used by this Approach.

The workshop content will consist of the following: 1) from which theoretical

base does Solution-Focused Approach stem from, 2) the assumptions of the approach, 3)

description of the tasks and techniques used within an interview, and, 4) exploration of

goal setting, scaling questions and miracle question or future oriented questions,

Given that the staff development workshop is a requirement for the completion of

a M.S,W. degree, the participants will be asked to complete the following questionnaires:

a participant data form, a pretest, posttest and then test to b€ completed prior to and

following the workshop, a participant satisfaction questionnai¡e ro be completed following

the workshop and l5%o of the participant selected randomly will be asked more in depth

questions regarding the workshop.

READINGS:

A copy of a number of readings will be given to participants prior to the

workshop. The readings will supplement the workshop and can be used as ¡eference

material following the workshop.
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The Training Package

The theories from which solution.focused therapy obtained its grounding:

Solution-focused therapy is a model of intervention which has been srongly

influenced by family therapy theories @erg, l99l). In particular it has bonowed f¡om

the works of Bateson, Milton Erickson and the Mental Health Institute (de Shazer, 1985).

Bateson was very interested in "the difference which makes the difference or an

idea that is the news of difference" (de Shazer, 1982, p. 73), Solution-focused rherapy

pays close attention to exceptions to the problem when a difference can make a

difference. Bateson's notion that ideas develop from having two or more descriptions of

the same process, pattern or sequence that arc coded or collected differently helped to

create the assumption that there are no right or wrongs in solution-focused therapy but

only differences which are useful and creative (de Shazer, 1985). According to de Shazer

(1985) the concept of differences was the beginning of a poly-ocular view to situarions.

Solution-focused therapy is an interactive process which involves the clients,

therapist(s), and the context in which they work together. According to Walter and peller

(1992) "therapy becomes an interactional or joint experience, with problems and goals

constructed or negotiated between client and therapist" (p. 6). Clients will often come

into therapy presenting their problems in such a way that the difficulties are viewed as

a fact of life o¡ an unchangeable steady state. However, when asked, clients can describe

when the problem does not exist. For the client this is not a difference that can make a

difference. It becomes the role of the therapist to deconstruct these misperceptions and
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co-c¡eate a new meaning in order to build solutions. de Shazer (1988) explains that when

a therapist deconstructs misperceptions, the therapist is accepting the client's frame as

logical up to the point where it produces Eoublesome behaviour, thoughts, feelings and

perceptions as well as exploring the client's situation, sometimes in great detail and at

gfeat length looking for exceptions and promoting whatever is useful and helpful to the

client.

de Shazer (1991) states that solution-focused therapy was greatly influenced by

the works of Watzlawick on reframing, a constructivist concept, and the Brief Therapy

Cent¡e at the Mental Health Research Institute (MRI), Reframing changes the client's

viewpoint by placing it in another frame which fits the same situation equally well or

even better, thus changing the entire meaning. The effect of this repositioning causes

changes in behaviours, perceptions, emotional states and beliefs. Once the client can see

things differently, they can begin to behave differently.

The MRI view on brief family rherapy caused this group to begin ro sway away

from the family úerapy theory's belief that clients' problems as being a reflection of a

dysfunctional social organization within the family (de Shazer, 1991), They began to

look at the interactional patterns and the here-and-now of the therapeutic process as

important rather than looking at causal explanations for complaints. The intervention was

geared around behavioral changes described by the client as being problematic. They

began the brief therapy notion that no matter how complex the situation, a small change

in one person's behaviour can make a profound difference in the behaviour of all the

people involved (de Shazer, 1985), In the MRI brief therapy model, the rherapisr along
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with the client works out the definifion of the therapeutic goals. MRI began to shift the

boundaries from a¡ound the client-plus-problem to the client-plus-problem-plus-therapist

(de Shazer, 1991). Solution-focused therapist wentone step further and redefined the unit

of analysis as involving client-plus-therapist-plus-goal or solution. de Shazer (1991)

explairs that "solution-focused therapy is seen as a mutual endeavour involving therapists

and clients together constructing a mutually agreed upon goal" (p, 57).

Milton Erickson also had an impact upon brief family therapists. E¡ickson's

notion of balance-theoretical maps helped solution-focused therapy to begin mapping

solutions on the same map as that used to mapped complaints (de ShazBr, 1985). This

means that symptoms or complaints are accepted and rather than trying to eliminate

them, they a¡e Eansformed into pans of the solution. Furthermorc, Erickson's confusion

technique (de Shazer, 1985) was also adjusted to solution-focused therapy. It involves

exploring in detail each point of difference between rwo or more people without any

attempts at closure or resolution and then openly admitting one's confusion in regards to

their confusion (de Shazer, 1985). This technique allowed for a new constn¡ction of

meaning and goal setting between the therapist and the client(s). Erickson's contribution

to hypnosis is also used in solution-focused therapy. Although clients are not put into a

trance, different techniques are exercised which creates and invites a ,'yes set,, for the

client: They a¡e asked future oriented questions which presupposes change, the therapist's

use of language also presupposes change, the miracle question takes the client into the

future, compliments and breaks and intervention messages are all hypnotic techniques.
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Solution-focused therapy has taken its roots from systems theory. It assumes that

all parts a¡e interconnected and intenelated. solution-focused therapy also assumes that

minimal change is needed to begin solving complains and that once the change is

initiated, further changes will be generated by the client.

Solution-focused therapy also sha¡es the systems theory concept of equifinality.

Solution-focused therapists believe that there are more than one way of viewing a

situation, none morc correct than oúers.

Solution-focused therapy tends to give importance to the systemic concept of

wholism (de Shazer, 1985). In solution-focused therapy, since interacfive patterns can be

seen as both individual zurd systemic habits, all it would take is for one person to behave

differently to break the habit (de Shazer, 1985).

Unlike systems theory, solution-focused therapists do not believe that the family

unit will respond to change in a way to maintain a homeostatic balance and maintain its

boundary, Berg (1991) states that solution-focused therapy views change as inevitable

and constantly occurring. solution-focused therapy sees stuckness. people would like

things to be better, but are constantly repeating the same pattems of behaviour with the

hope that things will eventually change.

This author believes that feminist theory has to some extent influenced solution-

focused therapy. Solution-focused therapy finds it important to view the client as an

expert in regards to their situation, The notion of empowerment of clients is cenEal to

solution focused therapy. Berg (1991) describes the following features used in

empowering: 1) the client-worker relationship is a collaborative venture, 2) it is
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assumed that the client is competent to know what is good for them and their family, 3)

it assumes that the client has the ability fo solve problems and has done so in the pæt,

4) the clients negotiates the goals for therapy, and, 5) it is an approach that rcsp€cts

client autonomy and personal, familial and cultural boundaries, and is less intrusive.

What is Solution-focused therapy?

For a number of years, helpers using a brief model of intervention in therapy have

been exploring new and innovative ways of dealing with consumers. complaints. Both

the Mental Health Institute in Palo Alto and The Brief Family Therapy Insdrute in

Milwaukee have shown that T2Vo of their cases have either met their goal for treatment

or have made significant improvement within an average of seven sessions (de Shazer,

1985). Notably, Steve de Shazer and his colleagues from the Milwaukee team developed

an approach which is less problem focused and more solution oriented (de Shazer, 1985).

Therefore, many professionals are focusing on solutions rather than problems æ the focus

for treatment (Miller, 1992). Solutions tend to exist in the present and future whereas,

problems are rooted in the past Solutions a¡e a reflection of what people can already do,

while problems come about as a result of what people cannot do. Miller (1992) staæs

that if solutions are ignored they tend to disappear. Solution-focused Eeafment gives

particul attention to exceptions or when the complaint does not seem to occur. By

paying close attention to exceptions or as to when the problem does not exist, exceptions

become a key to finding solutions. Berg (1991) states that "it is easier to enlarge on the

existing change, however small, than to create something that does not exist" þ. 1l).
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Therefore it can be said that it would be easier and more profitable to develop solufions

rather úan to dissolve problems.

Solurion-focused therapists ask questions in therapy which are meant to elicit

information about soengths, abilities, and resources. Clients' problems and how they are

viewed change significantly through this kind of questioning. solution-focused therapists

see themselves as participants in the co-creation of clients' reality. Lþhik and de Shazer

(1986) state that the interview is more rhan a tool for gathering a description of the

complaint within the client's frame and information about the interactional pattems of the

system. The thetapist's responses during the session is seen as a significant pan of the

change process, Therefore, generally speaking, the therapist's focus when using a

solution-focused Eeatment modålity is on talking about change, searching for differences

that make a difference, and solutions rather than talking about difficulties, complaints and

problems. Linear and circular questioning are used to further understand the complaint.

Howeve¡, they are mainly used to find out what is different when the client does not

experience the complaint, and to build on these exceptions, and/or to question the client

about their ideas in regards to solutions and how they will be accomplished.

O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis (1989) srate that in solution-focused therapy,

therapists are trying to do three things: l) change the pattern of a situation that is

perceived problematic; the goal is to change actions and interactions so that the client

can resolve their situation tather than repeat unsuccessful patterns: 2) change the

viewing of the situation that is perceived as problematic; changing clients' frame of

reference can lead to changes in behaviour: 3) evoke resources, solutions and srrengths
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to bring to the situation that is perceived as problematic; reminding and exposing

people's resources, strengths and abilities can lead to changes in bchaviour and view

poiril.

At this point in the workshop, a discussion about when solution-focused therapy

works well as an intervention technique will take place.

Assumptions Äbout Solution-Focused Therapy:

1) It is important to urilize what the consumer brings to therapy. Consumers know

what is best. They are expert about their problem; expens about their own lives

and have the resources to solve their problems.

2) It is not necessary to have detailed knowledge about the complaint in order to

resolve it.

3) It is not necessary to know the cause or function of a complaint in order to

resolve it.

4) Cooperation is necessa¡y and mandatory, The notion of resistance does not exist.

Resistance is created when the therapist has not hea¡d the client and is imposing

her/his own views.

5) All parts of the system aæ interconnected and intenelated, This is a concept

deriving from systems theory which says that each part of the system affects and

is affected by the other parts of the system, Therefore, when one part of the

system changes , the other parts will also change in order to accommodate to the

original change thus creating a fall out known as the ripple effect.
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6) A small change in a system may lead to bigger changes. Therefore, a big problem

does not necessitate a big solution. Small changes are needed and will ripple to

create other changes. Use small and simple solurions ffst, At times one can

overlook a very simple solution while looking for a big solution.

7) There are many ways of looking at a situation, none mo¡Þ coffect than others.

8) Consumers define the goal, which are also co-defined with the therapist,

9) Change is constant and inevitable. Given that we are in constant state of change,

it is imponant to capitalize on the changes and influence the necessary changes

in a positive way.

10) Focus on a¡eas which are changeable and within the client,s control.

11) It is easier to build on success than it is to stop an undesirabte behaviour. It is

much easier to continue doing what works and to enlarge on this behaviour which

will create change.

i) Pay attention to when the problem is not a problem.

iÐ If it works, don't fix it. In fact, do more of it.

iiÐ ÌVhen it does not work, do something different,

12) Rapid change is possible.

Components of Solution-locused Interviewing:

The proceeding presentation is this author's interpretation of the model based on

readings conceming Solution-Focused Therapy and workshop attended on the subject

matter as well as yoars of experimentation and experience with the model.
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theDuring the initial interview, different techniques will be used to conduct

therapeutic process.

JOINING:

During the flrst part of the interview, joining is very important. This is the time

to set a social stage and connect with clients on a more neuFal ground. The therapist

needs to pay particulff attention to the clients' language a¡rd use of words as well as

her/his own. Language is used to solidify cenain views of realiry and ûo also question

unhelpful certainties, o'Hanlon and weiner-Davis (1989) state that crearive and mindñ¡l

use of language may be the single most influential indirect method for ørating contexts

in which change is perceived to be inevitable. The therapist can use language which

presupposes change without stating it directly. For example the therapist can ask the

following question which presupposes that the counselling will be successful:

"What will be different in your life when rherapy is successful?,'

MATCHING THE CLIENT'S LANGUAGE:

Matching the clients' language is anorher useful technique used in building

rapport and cooperation. One aspect of matching the clients' language is to mirror the

clients' exact words (O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis, 1989), At times key phrases can be

used in the intervention message given at the end of the interview. Other aspect of

matching clients' language involves using cliens' metaphors and/or matching sensory

modalities (O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis, 1989).

Initially the clients' language will be used, but as the session p¡ogresses, the

meanings for words will begin to take a dircction which can be more helpful to the
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change process. Language having fixed, negative meanings are channelled into action

descriptions. o'Hanlon and weiner-Davis (1989) srate that it is much easier ro deal with

actions than with fixed characteristics for they a¡e visible and measurable. It can also

have the effect of depathologizing or normalizing clients' situations.

O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis (iSSS) suggest that careful use of verb tenses can

also be imponant by creating a reality that the problem is in the past and change is for

the present and future. The use of the word "yet" is used a great deal for it implies that

eventually a change will occur. Furthermore, questions are asked using definitive terms

rather than possibility terms, For example, "What will be different in your life when

the two of you are getting along bettertt or "Who will be the first to notice when the

problem is gone'r. Definitive tetms are used to challenge unhelpfrrl beliefs held by

clients. This is a way to keep possibilities open for the prþsent or future, especially when

you are dealing with a client who has closed down possibilities of any changes taking

place.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPLAINT:

The second component of a solution-focuæd interview is the description of the

complaint. The therapist's goal is to redirect clients from the frame of complaining

towards a solution frame. The balance between giving clients ample opponunity to

discuss and share complaints is needed without getting too caught up in problem focused

counselling. When the client has sufficiently shared their complaints, and this is often

recognized by a pause in their story telling, the therapist can now move the session in the

direction of solutions. Questions such as rrwhat brings you in today?" or'rWhat is
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your goal in coming here?[ begins the description of the complaint. \ hen clients are

stuck in the complaint or wish level, Vy'alrer and Peller (1992) suggest the following

questions to move from wishes or complaints towards a statement of a goal or problem:

"I am very sorry to hear how things are going. Can you tell me what about this

you would like to change or in what ways you would like to be handling things

differently?" This questions supports the clients' feelings and asks a goal-oriented

questions requiring a change in thinking.

"I am sorry to hear how badly things have been. Can you tell me what about this

I can help you rvith?" This question asks how you can be helpful as a therapist.

"I am very sorry to hear how badly things are going. Can you tell me again what

you would like as a result of coming here?" This quesrions helps to æstate the

goal.

"This may sound like a strange question given all that is going on, but how is this

a problem for you?" This question can help in obtaining a pmblem statement

from the client,

NORMALIZING:

Solution-focused therapy does not view clients' difficulties as pathological

manifestations but rather as ordinary difficulties of life. Normalizing clients' difficulties

brings the client relief in regards to their situation. Therapists are urged to maximize on

every opportunity to nomalize struggles. The most common method of normalizing

during a session is to say things like, "naturally'r, ',of counse,', ,rrvelcome to the club'r,
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rrso what else is newr', and, "that sounds familiartr, when the client is reponing things

they think is unusual or pathological,

Normalizing can also be accomplished in a number of indirect way. Story telling

about the way your may have srruggled with the same difficulties or about orher clients'

experiences can be helpful to clients. You can also ask the client about a complaint:

does this ever happen? and proceed to describe the situation. Normalizing can also take

place when a distinction is made between a normal developmental task and a pathological

description. For example, the therapist may want to ask a question like "How can you

tell the difference between your teenager's depression and normât teenage

moodiness?'r Giving clients normalizing compliments for their struggles can help clients

to realize that their response to their situation can be normal and appropriate.

After the complaints have been identified and sequences and patterns of behaviours

have been explored, the session begins to focus on strengths, resources, tacking down a

concrete goal and times when the problem does not exist. The literature on solution-

focused therapy, identifies different tools or frames to help the client construct new

realities o¡ understanding of their situation. These tools include exception finding

questions, goal setting and questions geared to seek out hypothetical solution.

GOAL SETTING:

Solution-focused therapy is an approach that builds exclusively on what the client

states she or he wants to change. Although it is the clients' responsibility to set a goat,

the therapist is active in helping the client establish attainable and concrete enough goals

so that we will all know when it has been attained. Given that the therapist focuses on
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setting becomes crucial to the therapeuric process. The guidelines for welldefined goals

as stated in the literature (8erg,1991; O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis, 1989; Walter and

Peller,1992) are as follows:

1) Goals must be small, simple and realistically achievable. Two questions need

to be answered: \ hat are you aiming for? What will be a sign that you are

achieving the goal?

2) Goals need to be stated in a positive way. That is stated in terms of what the

client will be doing or thinking rarher than what the client will not be doing or

thinking. You are attempting to establish the presence of a positive behaviour

rather than the absence. Goals must be described as the beginning of a new

behaviour and not the end. If the client describes the goal in a negative manner,

use the word "instead" to evoke a positive description.

3) Goals should be stated in a process form or in a movielike description rather

than a srill picture. A good indication that clients are processing their goal is

when the description is made by using action verbs ending in ,'ing,'. The

description can be based in the present or future tense, The therapist can evoke

a procoss description by asking "how".

4) Goals should be srared in the here and now. The therapist wanrs the goal to

be defined in such a way that the client can be on track to change immediately.

We can ask the following question: "As you leave this session and you are on
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track to solving this, what will you be doing differently, or saying to yourself

differently?"

5) Goals need to be stared as speciflrcally as possible. The therapist's job at rhis

point is to help elicit descriptions by clients of concrete behaviours and what they

will they be saying to themselves and to othen. For example, ask the questions:

"Can you tell me more specifically how you will be doing this? What will your

spouse notice specifically that will tell him (her) that you are doing this?',

6) Goals must be within the clients' control. Often clients will request therapists,

assistance in changing someone else. Changing another p€rson's behaviour is

beyond the clients' conrol. The therapist can begin to identify goals that can be

begun by the client in the counselling session.

7) Goals need to be stated in the clients' language. The therapists needs to be

sure they are working towards a goal stated by the clients and not what they think

the client needs to change.

In summary, a well-defined goal worksheet designed be Walter and Peller (1991)

can be useful as a check sheet.

CRITERTA KEy TVORDS SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1, In the positive Instead What will you be doing insæad?

2. In a process form How How will you be doing this?
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3, The here-and-now On track

4, As specific as Specifically

possible

5, In the clients' You

conÍo1

6. In the clients' Use the clients'

As you leave here today, and you

are on track, what will you be

doing differently or saying

differently to yourself?

How specifically will you be

doing this?

What will you be doing when

that happens?

language words

A role play on goal setting will be conducted with participants.

EXCEPTION FINDING QUESTIONS:

The frame of exceptions allows the clients to talk about the times when the

problem does not occur. Exception finding questions can o€cur at any time during the

interview. Regardless of the magnitude of the problem rhere are tines when the problem

does not occur. when exploring the exceptions to the problem information is provided

in regards to what is needed to solve the problem. Solutions can be discovered by

exploring the differences between times when the problem occurs and times when the

problem does not (o'Hanlon and weiner-Davis, l9B9). Exceptions can be behaviours,

perceptions, thoughts and feelings that contrast wirh the complaint and have the potential

of leading to a solution if amplified by the therapist and/or increased by the client

(Lipchik, 1988), Iri searching for exceptions, the therapists is in the process of helping
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the clients' construct goals by focusing on how they a¡e doing their goal now. Exception

finding questions allows the client to recognize that the solution is possible and in the

present. Questions geared at seeking exceptions have been developed by O'Hanlon and

Weiner-Davis (1989), Walter and Peller (1992) and the Brief Family Therapy Centre in

Milwaukee (handouts). The proceeding questions have been borrowed from these three

soufces:

"Tell me about those times when you act or do a little of that right now?",

"What is different about those times when the exception exist?" (any and all

diffe¡ences between the problematic times and the nonproblematic times a¡e

explored),

"Can you think of any other time, either in the past or in recent weeks, that you

did not have a problem with...?",

"How do you get that to happen?" (this question is seeking specificarion so that

the client can identify how they conrribute to good things from happening so that

they can continue to create these changes),

"What's differenr about the times when this problem doesn't occur?,',

"What would you say you do differently at those times?" (his question asked

when the client takes an active role in the exception),

"\Vhat will have to happen for that to occur more often?" (this question asked

when the client takes a more passive position),

"What will you be doing instead when the problem is solved?",
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"Have you ever had this diff,rculty in the past? (If yes) How did you resolve it

then? \Yhat would you need to do to get thar to happ€n again?".

O'Hanlon and Vy'einer-Davis (1989), Walter and Peller (1992) and The Brief

Family Therapy Centre have also developed relationship exception finding questions, The

relationship quesrions can include children, family members, friends, teacher¡, probation

officer etc. The answer to the exception finding questions can provide clues about what

the solution will look like to borh the client and their significant others. This line of

questioning can also help the client to begin to see a connection between their behaviou¡

and the cessation of a complaint. The relationship questions provide more depth to the

description of the exceprions and what part otheß may play in its solution. These

questions include:

"How a¡e you perceived by others as acting differently?",

"If they think you are acting differently, how then do the others act differenrly

with you?",

"If your husband were here, what do you suppose he would say he notices

differcnt about you at those times when the problem doesn't happen?,',

"What would he say has to happen for that to occur more ofren?,',

"What do you imagine he would say you do differently?",

"What would he say he does different when you are...?",

\Vhen the complaint is about the significant other:

"What do you suppose you do different when he doesn't..,?",
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"What do you imagine he notices different about you when he doesn't...?",

"lVhat would he say has to happen more often for him to continue to...?",

"So, as you conrinue to do these things, will you think that you are on the

beginning of a track to getting what you want out of coming here?,' (this question

can bridge the exception as a goal of therapy, and fi"me the goal as continuing

to do the exception).

Initially, clients may react very surprised at your line of questioning. This may

be due to the fact the clients are in the frame of thinking about their complaint in terms

of all and never or that they do not expect therapy to be a place where they will discuss

what is going well or right in their lives. Exception seeking questions redi¡ects people's

attention on what is different when the complaint does not occur but also to set a stage

for clients as to what is imponant to talk about in therapy.

In some situations, exceptions arc very diff,rcult to identify with some clients.

Weiner-Davis (1990) suggests that the therapist may do the following:

1. Ask difference questions such as:

a) what is diffe¡ent about the times when the problem is less

intensefrequenlor shorter in duration,

b) what is different about the times when something good comes out of the

problem, and

c) when clients talk about the complaint panem ask the question "How did you

get the problem to stop".
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2. Ask future-oriented or hypothetical questions such as the miracle question or

fortune telling questions. A va¡iation of the miracle question can be asked:

"If a miracle happened and you woke up tomonow and your problem was

solved, what will be different?"

If the question is answered, follow-up questions may include:

"æe there small pieces of this that are already occurring?" then ask "what do you

need to do to make it happen more?"

If the client cannot find exceptions, differences and has no vision of the furure

without the complaint, the therapist should find out morc about the complaint The

therapist is interested in the clients' frame of reference about the problem, how they see

the problem, and, the circumstances and the sequence of events when the problem occurs,

O'Hanlon and Weine¡-Davis (1989) suggests the following questions to obtain a clearer

picture of the problem:

"What do you see as the problem? Give me a recent example of it.,,

In tracing the sequence of events ask:

"What happens?...Then what happens?...After rhat, whar happens?" and keep this

line of questioning until you have a clear picnrre of the pattem.

"Who is present when the problem happens?"

"What does each person say or do?"

"Where does the problem most frequently occur? Iæast frequently occur?"

"Is there a particular time (of day, month, year) when the problem is (un)likely to

happen?"
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willOnce a detailed understanding of the problem is obtained, the therapist

suggest a small change that might make a difference.

A role play on exception-finding questions will take place at this point.

HYPOTHETICAL SOLUTION FRAME:

Hypothetical solution frame is used when the therapist and the clients are having

difficulty with a positive framing of the goal, whon the client can only see thei¡ situation

in a problem frame and the therapist cannot fìnd any exceprion to the problem, o¡ when

the therapist wants to check how the exceptions comparc with how the clients imagines

the solution to be, The hypothetical solution frame can be found in a number of

variations, The Brief Family Therapy C¡ntre in Milwaukee (de Shazer, 1988) developed

a "miracle quesfion" which is asked as follows:

Suppose that one night, while you were asleep, there was a miracle and this

problem was solved, How would you know? What would be different? How

will your husband know withour your saying a word to him about ir?, (p. 5)

Through the use of the mtacle question, the therapist and client a¡e able to create

as clear a pictue as possible of what the solution may look Iike even when the problem

is vague and poorly described.

Different variations of the miracle question can be asked, If the client is likely

to accept the notion of miracles, Walter and Peller (1991) suggest that the following

question can be asked:
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If a miracle happened tonight and you woke up with the problem solved, or you

were reasonably confident you were on hack to solving it, what would you be

doing differently? (p. 78)

This questions presupposes that the problem is solved or on track to being solved.

Some clients will answer the mi¡acle quesfion with a solution that may occur a

few months down the road. The miracle question will be asked again, but the emphasis

will be I'on a track to solving the probtem" part of the question. Walter and peller

(1991) suggest that the following question can be asked:

"So, let us say tomorrow you wake up, and you have not decided yet about your

situation, but you are thinking you ate on track to making an evenfual decision,

what are you doing differently?"

This question will elicit a response that is more grounded in the here and now.

If the client answers the qusstion by talking about how the will feel, acknowledge the

feeling and restate the question by asking ',when you feel that way, what will you be

doing differentty?"

If the client continues to have difficulty with a solution franæ, relationship

questions are useful. The following quesfion can be asked:

"If I were a fly on the wall and watching you, what would I see you doing

differently? What would I see that would tell me that you arc feeling differently?

How would someone in your family know?"

Other questions focusing on relationships developed by the Brief Family Therapy

Cenre in Milwaukee are as follows:
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"What would your partner (parent, child) say would be the fi¡st sign that the

miracle has happened?"

"The day after the miracle, what would your partner say she/he would notice you

do differently? What do you suppose your panner would do differently then?

lVhat would your children be doing differently? What else would be different in

your household? What would your partner say it would rake to make it happen?,'

When questioning a younger children, the notion of magic wand is helpful:

"If we had a magic wand and the problem went away, what would you be doing

differently?"

Furthermore, the notion of pretending can be used with children:

"Let's ptetend the problem is solved and you are having better luck with (the

problem), what are you doing differently?"

some clients will not be able to ¡rlate to niracles or magic wands. The following

question can be more applopriate:

"If this were the last session and you were walking out of here with the problem

solved, or you were at least on track fo solving it, what would you be doing

differently?"

For the client who is very blaming of former therapists or helpers, æk the

question:

"If coming here were useful, what would you be doing differently?"
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The proceeding scenarios are not exhaustive of the types of questions one can ask

their clients, The important piece is to take into account the clients' worldview and their

beliefs to help them enter rhe hypothetical solution frame. It is important to ba patient

with clients' reaction to the questions asked for this may be a new form of questioning

they are not accustomed to. Clients may respond by saying "I don't know" which is

acceptable. Insoo Berg developed a question to this response which sounds comical at

first glance but produces useful responses:

"So, if you did know, what might you say?', (Walter and peller, 1991, p. gl).

The responses received from the hypothetical solution questions need to be

measured against the criteria for a well-defined goal discussed previously. The therapist

will bring the hypothetical solutions into the present and question the client as to when

the solutions are happening now, The advantage of identifying the solutions as occuning

in the present is that the goal of therapy can then be framed as t'keeping this going'r

rather than as "solving the problem". Another advantage of bringing the hypothetical

solution in the present is that clients will start to use language which will orient them to

the present and have them become actors of change as they speak. often, the miracle

question can help clients to find exceptions they could not find before. euestions used

to bring the hypothetical solutions into the present are as follows:

"So tell me about some times when the hypothetical solution may be happening

a little now?", or

"How often does that happen now? How do you do it?", or
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"Tell me about the times now when you have more of the perspective that you arc

looking for?", or

"What would you have to do so that it woutd happen more often?,'

scÂLrNG QUESTTONS AND COpINc QUESTIONS:

Scaling questions and coping questions are other therapeutic tools used during

the session.

Scaling questions can be used to assess the client-therapist relationship, level of

motivation and commitment to the change process, progress in therapy, prioritization of

the things needed to be done, and, level of hopefulness that changes will occur.

Scaling questions are simple and versatile, They can be used with child¡en who

unde¡stand that five is less than ten. They can also be used when the problem is unclear

or when there is disagreement about the problem. scaling questions help make things

more concrete, change and progress easier to see and to measure. scaling questions have

been developed by the Brief Family cenue in Milwaukee. They are limitless. Here a¡e

a few examples:

"On a scale of one to ten, with ten meaning you have every confidence that this

problem can be solved, and one meaning no confidence at all, where would you

put yourself today?" "On the same scale, how much chance do you give yourself

that this problem can be solved?" The closer the response to ten, the more

confidence the therapist can have that the client is wanting to work on the

problems.
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"On the same scale, how much would you say you are invested in solving this

problem? How much is your partner invested in solving the problem? How do

you account for the differences? What do you know that she/he doesn't know?"

"\Vhen the figure on the scale is improved by one point, what will be going on

in your life thar is not going on now?"

When working with clients who cannot be comforted or reassured, coping

questions can be very useful. They are empowering and can be uplifting. The goal is

to help the client find their own resources and strengths. The coping questions involve

the following:

"This problem sounds incredibly difficult, how have you survived? How have you

coped? What have you been doing to take care of yourself?"

"What would other people say you've been doing to cope or survive?"

THINK BREAK:

After forry-five minutes to an hour, the therapist is encouraged to take a th¡nk

break. The client is informed that the therapist will take a break. The break involves

taking somo distance and time from the session so that the therapist can prepare direct

feedback for the client. During this time the therapist, either alone or with a consultation

team, will focus on the things that the client is doing that is positive and helpfrrl. The

focus is on solutions, exceptions, reframes or metaphors the client expæssed during the

session. The feedback given will be organized around giving the client compliments,

messages about our impressions and a possible task. The break can also be a time for the
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Theclient to reflect on the session and the possible questions raised during the session.

break is of a five to ten minute duration.

COMPLIMENTS AND INTERVENTION MESSÀGE:

After the break, the therapist will deliver the compliments and intervention

message. The feedback given to the clients is positive. The cennal idea of giving

compliments is to facilitate the solution process. walter and peller (1991) describes seven

ways that the compliment will facili¡ate building furrher on solurions:

1) Compliments provide a positive climate. The client will generally rplax and

you will see the clients nodding in agreement to what is being said. Clients may also

mention how the compliment is a new way of looking at things. At this time the client

may offer their thoughts and the exceptions they have had tinre to realize during the

break.

2) Compliments highlights recent changes. The compliments wil facilirate

continued changes by pointing out what the client is already doing that is helpful or

working, Then list all the exceptions to the problem and the recent changes that were

described during the session.

3) Compliments alleviates the fear of judgement. The client will leave the session

knowing what the therapist thought of the session. Many clients fear that the therapist

will be critical but the compliments dismisses this fear.

4) Compliments alleviates fea¡s about change. Clients may be fearful of the

consequences of change or being told they have failed and need to do so much more to
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change their situation. compliments can be empatheric and supportive as they let clients

know that the therapist understands.

5) Compliments normalizes clients' situation, Compliments can be stated in such

a way that the problenr is described as common, or expected, and that there is nothing

wrong with them. Nomlalizing can have the effect of allowing clients to stop blaming

themselves, or somoone else, and then do something differenr,

6) compliments can enhance clients' responsibility taking. compliments provides

the opportunity to remind the client that the cr€dit for change lies within them and their

conEol. we want to minimize as much as possible any credit the client may give to the

therapist fo¡ their changes. By shifring the locus of responsibility onto rhe client, rhey

will be more able to look within themselves to find the resources to tackle any problem

that may arise instead of depending upon therapy.

7) Compliments are used to support many point of views, Cornpliments are given

to each member present during the session. By complimenting everyone, the therapist

acknowledges everyone's view and this can demonstrate that many views can coexist.

The second part ro the feedback given to the client is the intervenlion message

and it has four purposes (lValter and peller, l99l),

1) The message can be educationar. Messages carrying within them statements

about resea¡ch or expert opinions can help the client to think about their situation

differently, or, suppon what rhe client already believes or is doing,

2) The message can be normalizing. We may ì¡vant to affimr and normalize what

clients a¡e doing by acknowledging their efforts,
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3) Messages can give alternative meanings to the client about what is happening.

This new meaning will be framed by using positive language.

4) Messages are a rational for a suggested task. The task is thus framed by the

message and put within a context.

TI{ERAPIST.CLIENT RELATIONSHIP PATTERNS:

Therapishclient relationship patterns are very important when considering the

type of task to give to the client, The Brief Family Therapy cenrre in Milwaukee (de

shazer, 1988) have described three types of therapist-client relationships: visitors,

complainants and customers, These categories are just guidelines and not all client-

therapist relationships are this clear cut. If you are not sure, it is best to take a

conservative approach in the interventions given to clients.

some clients (visitors) come to therapy without any complaints they can perceive

but were told to go or were brought in by someone. In this situation, the person with the

complaint may not be present in therapy. with visitors, therapy cannot begin because

there is no complaint. Any intervention will be rejected. wi¡h the visitor, the therapist

gives the client a great deal of positive feedback for what is going right in their lives but

no tasks are given. At times, the following session may bring in complaints and the

opponunity to goal set with the client.

Complainants are very good at describing their complainl By the end of the

assessment phase with a complainant, there is the beginnings of a goal and some

expectation of change. However, the client is not committed to take the steps to solve
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the problem, In intewening with the complainant, the therapist would be advised to give

only thinking and observational tasks.

Customers are clients who indicate that they are willing to do whatever it takes

to change the complaint. They, along with the therapist have begun to defìne goals and

solutions to the complaint. Customers also become aware that solutions a¡e their

responsibility. Since the client is wiling to take steps, interventions may include

behavioural tasks as well as to monitor the differences.

TASKS:

Tasks or homework assignments flow from the session and are meant to build on

solutions which were begun in the session. Some tasks are intended to intemrpt the

complaint pattern while others are meant to build on pre-exisfing solutions or strengths.

The Brief Family Therapy Team at Milwaukee (de Shazer and Molnar, 1984)

designed a first session formula task. It reads as follows:

Between now and the next time we meet, we (I) want you to obsewe, so that you

can tell us (me) next time, what happens in your (life, maniage, family, or

relationship) thar you want to continue to have happen, (p.298)

\Valter and Peller (1991) have tailored this task so rhar it fit their needs bener.

Their "observe for positive taskl reads as follows:

Between now and the next time you come in, we would like you to look out for

those times when there is some harmony in the family and take note of what you
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and everyone else are doing. It seenrs you must be doing something right at those

times and we would like to know more abour what that might be, (p. 126)

The above two interventions are meant to show the clients that the therapist

expects something positive to happen or to continue happening. often the client is not

expecting this type of a rask. The two tasks lets the client know that the therapist expects

changes in a situation which the client may have viewed as being stagnant.

The therapist will open the following session with this question: 'rSo, what

happened that you wânt to continue to have happen?" The therapist will respond to

any cornment with questions like "'rhat seems differcnt' or "That seems like a change

from before". The therapist's solution language portrays that a change was expected and

that it was noticed by the client. The therapist will pursue the questioning by asking:

t'is fhis change connected to your goal?"

O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis (1989) describe a second task that can be given to

clients. They have named this task the "surprise task-for couptes or for famities,':

Do at least one or two things that will surprise your parents (spouse, if doing

marital therapy). Don't tell them what it is. pa¡ents, your job is to see if you can

tell what it is that she is doing, Don't compare notes; ì,ve will do that next

session. þ. 137)

The clients a¡e asked to notice changes in behaviour. The following session, tïe

therapist will ask the parent what did you notice your child doing this week? what did
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you notice your parents doing this week? Often the surprise behaviour develops into

solutions.

Another task, "do more ofthe positive or exceptions when these are perceived

as deliberate and within the clients' controt" (\ilalter and peller, l99l), is given to

clients when the session produced exceptions to the problem or when changes have

already been recognized and as being within the clients control. The rherapist instructs

the client to continue doing the exceptions and to observe what happens. This task fits

along the lines of the "generic taskrt given by O'Hanlon and Weiner-Davis. For

example, if the client wants to have more cont¡ol, the therapist suggests to the client "to

keep track of what you are doing this week that makes you feel more in control.

If the client can report exceptions but sees their occurrence as outside of their

control, a task that focuses their attention on how the exceptions are being accomplished

is suggested. Walter and Peller (1991) state that the rask may involve asking the client

to pretend:

We suggest that on odd numbered days ofthe week you pretend to feel different

and see what happens and on even numbered days just do as you normally do,

Let us know what differences you notice. (p, 131)

de Shazer and Molnar (1984) suggest anothor task for clients who think the

exception is being beyond their control, They suggest to clients the t'pay attention to

what you do when you overcome the urge to (perform a behaviour associated with

the complaint)rr task.
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A rrdo something different task" is given to clients when a client complains

about a sequence of events that repeats themselves. This task allows client to experiment

with changes of behaviour as the pattem is repeated. This task also promote random

behaviours in clients. The client is then asked to pay attention to what is different when

they do something different.

Viewing the Milwaukee tape will take place at this point in the workshop. This

will be followed by a group exercise on designing compliments, intervention npssage and

tasks which is suggested in the Milwaukee tape. Afterwards, a big group discussion will

occur during which each small group will report rheir discussion about the think brcak.
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRST SESSION

Joining:

Pay attention to language, metaphors and verb tenses.

Description of the complaint:

Hear the client's complaint.

When did the complaint begin? How have they tried to ¡esolve the complaint?

Listen for the client's perception and meanings given to their situation.

Goal setting:

Answer the question: How will you know when you don't have to come back?

Keep the six criteria for a well defined goal in mind.

Exceptions:

Get a description of what it is like when the complaint is not happening.

Explore whether there are times when their goal is already happening.

Scaling questions:

Use scaling questions for a variety of exploration: ie. scaling client's confidence,

motivation, behavioural description of changes.

Hypothetical or future-oriented frame:

Miracle question to funher understand their future vision without the complaint,

Use future-oriented vision to determine exceptigns.

Compliments:

Encourages a "yes set",
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Intervention messâge!

Helps to normalize and further provide information to the client.

Tasks/suggestions:

Remember to give tasks that seem appropriate for the client.

A copy of the fìrst session will be given to participants.

Subsequent sessions:

In solution focused therapy, the duration of the therapy is unpredictable, The

client will tell the therapist through their actions and feedback what is needed and.

whether or not another session is necessary. Every session is approached as being the

first and as being the last.

Each session after the first begin with the question "So te[ me what is different

or better?rr This question prcsupposes change or at least that something may be

diffe¡ent.

With some clients they will come into the second session with a number of

reported changes. By the end of this session, a clear picture of the changes hæ been

obtained, how this occun ed and what is needed to have the changes continue. During this

session the therapist may want to flag the minefield. If the client sees a challenge within

the next few days, ask "what would the challenge be?rt Discuss the challenges fully

with the client,

Once distinctions between exceptions and the complaint has b€en made, the

therapist can execute a number of techniques which can further build on and maintain
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ìflhat the client is doing that is goal and solution oriented, Kral and Kowalski (1989)

have identified six approaches and they include: l) cheerleading,2) positive blame,3)

betting on whether or not the desired changes will continue, 4) identifying the new

context, and, 5) flagging the minefield.

Cheerleading involves giving the clients support and encouragement for the

positive things they are doing especiatly the changes and differences noted.

Acknowledging change as soon as they are mentioned is important, no matter how small

changes may be. Cheerleading can be used in conjunction with another approach.

Positive blame is an encouragement which presupposes that the client has conuol

over their sin¡adon and are responsible for implementing changes, However, at times,

clients believe that the changes have been either out of their control or a spontaneous

occurrence. Questions that will assist the clients to think that they had more control over

their changes can include:

"How did you decide to do that?"

"How do you explain that?"

"That is great"

If the client begins to say "yes, but" you need to do something different. Chances

are you are ahead of the client and may need to scale down your encouragement.

Betting has proven to be a powerful tool especially with children, adolescents or

adults who are comperirive (Kral and Kowalski, 1989). The client is challenged with a

bet relating to the continuation of an idenrified change. This method requires that rhe

client can both describe the new behaviour in concrete descriptions and have the
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confidence that the new pattem of behaviour will continue. Betting works well when a

team is involved in challenging the client and the therapist can take the clients' side.

New context rcpresents the description of behaviours which need to be present for

the changes to continue. The question üryhat needs to happen for the desired

behaviour to happen more often or again?" is a context marker.

Flagging the minelield is an approach used to help idenrify factors which could

result in old patterns of behaviour to resurface. This technique allows the client to

acknowledge that there is a differentiation between the now, symbolized by new

behaviours and the old ways which are now part of the past. Flagging the minefield can

also normalize for the client that set-backs can occur. challenge in detail and then ask

"How will you handle it differently thís time?"

For other clients, after the question "So tell me what is different or b€tter?,', begin

to discuss the difficulties they experienced since the last session, when this begins, the

therapist will want to redirect the session by intemrpting the client and saying that you

will get to that part, but at this time you want to hear about the differences. once the

positives have been explored, the therapist can ask what the concems might be. As in

the first interview, you will get a description of the problems and ask questions to sort

out the exceptions. scaling questions can be useful with this group of clients. They will

assist in obtaining a better understanding of the steps the client can trke in order to get

on Eack.

When the client reports that things ate the same or even worst, accept what they

say as their view of the situation, but the task of the therapist is to ask exception finding
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questions to find any differences in how they handled the situation. If the situation is

reported as worst, revisit the stated goal to ascertain this remains the working goal and

then use the hypothetical solution frame, such as asking "Are there actions or words

that you would do differently if you had a week to do over again?"

All the tools used during the first interview will be used in subsequent inrerviews,

If therapy is not progressing in any way, the therapist need to reconsider the

following:

Who is the customer? Who is complaining about something? Who wants to

change? ÌVho perceives a problem?

'What is the goal? How will we know when we get therc? Is the goal well-

defined?

Are you and the client looking for too ,much too fast?

Are you asking clients to do tasks that they are unwilling to do? Remember if it

does not work, do something different.

Are you repeating former therapists ineffective approaches? Repeating what your

client has unsuccessfully been doing to solve the problem? Repeating well-meaning

advice given by friends and family but rejected by the client?

Are you attending to the client's responses and messages to you?

Viewing a tape on a subsequent interview will take place at this point in the

workshop. A role play on a subsequent interview will follow.
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APPENDIX C

PARTICIPANT DATA FORM
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PARTICIPANT DATA FORM

1. Name- Phone Number
2, Place of employment
3. Position held at place of employment: area in which you æe presently working

4. Gender M- F- 5. Yea¡ of graduation_

6. \Yo¡k experience in Human Services:
less than I year
1-2 years

3-5 years

More than 5 years

7. Work experience in your present work place:
less than I year
7-2 yeæs
3-5 years
More than 5 yeæs

8. Educational background:
BSW
MSW
BA
MA
Other(specify)

9, Which of the following clients do you work with:
Individuals
Families
Couples
Groups

10. Do you typically work with clients:
Less than 5 sessions
5-10 sessions
More than 10 sessions

11. Have you done reading about Solution-focused approach?
Yes No

1,2, Have you obtained previous training about Solution-focused approach?
Yes No
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APPENDIX D

PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FORM
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK FORM

This form asks you to reflect on your knowledge and attitude about solution-
focused therapy before and after the training program. your responses to the questions
are confidential. Thank you very much we appreciate your cooperation.

Please circle the number on the scale which best represents your answer.

1. (a) Thinking back to where you werc before the training session, to what extent did
you believe it was important to focus on solutions in working with clients?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy,to what extent do
you believe it is important to focus on solutions in working with ctients?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

2. (a) Thinking back to where you were before the raining session, to what extent did
you believe it was important to work at changing clients' problem-centered view of thei¡
situation to one which is more solufion-focused?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy, to what extent do
you believe it is imponant to work at changing clients' problem-centered view of their
situation to one which is more solurion-focused?

Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

Not At All
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3. (a) Thinking back to before the training session, to whar extent did you believe you
had to have detailed knowledge about the complaint in order to resolve it?

Not At Àll Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy, to what extent do
you believe you have to have detailed knowledge about the complaint in order to resolve
it?

Not Ar All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

4, (a) Thinking back to before the training, to what exrent did you believe rapid change
was possible?

Not At Al1 Some of the
Time

To a Groat
Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy, to what extent do
you believe rapid change is possible?

Not At Ali Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

5. (a) Thinking back to before the rraining session, how knowledgeable were you about
the concept of exceptions?

Not At All Some of the To a Great
Time Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy, how
knowledgeable are you about the concept of exceptions?

12345
Some of the To a Great

Time Extent

Not Ar All
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6' (a) Thinking back to before the training session, did you know how to move clienrs
into a hypothetical or future-oriented frame in order to explore their perception of what
they want changed o¡ resolved?

Not Ar All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

(b) Now that you have received training in solution-focused therapy, do you know how
to move clients into a hypothetical or future-oriented frame in order to explore their
perception of what they want changed or resolved?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

7. (a) Thinking back to before the raining session, did you know how to assist c¡ients
in defining clear goals which are descriptive, behavioural and focused in the here and
now?

Not At All Some of the To a Great
Time Extent

(b) Now that you have received Eaining in solution-focused therapy, do you know how
to assist clients in defining clear goals which are descriptive, behavioural ànd focused in
the here and now?

Not At AlI Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent

8. (a) Thinking back to before the raining session, how knowledgeable were you with
the concept of the intervention b¡eaks?

Not At AII Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent
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(b) Now that you have rcceived training in solution-focused therapy, how
knowledgeable are you with the concept of the intervention breaks?

12345
Not Ar All Some of the

Time
To a Great

Extent

9' (a) How knowledgeable do you think you were about solution-focused therapy before
the training session?

Not Ar All Some of the
Time

To a G¡eat
Extent

(b) How knorvledgeable do you think you are about solution-focused therapy since the
training session?

Not At All Some of the To a Great
Time Extent

10. (a) How likely do you think you were bcfore the training session to use solution-
focused therapy?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Grcat
Extent

(b) How likely do you think you aæ to use solution-focused therapy now that you
have paÍicipated in the training session?

Not At All Some of the
Time

To a Great
Extent
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APPENDIX E

PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE
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PARTICIPANT SATISFACTION QUESTIONNAIRE

Please help us improve our Íaining progranr by filling out this questionnaire.
Please circle the number that reflects your opinion about the training program and your
facilitator. Thank you very much, we really appreciate your cooperation.

1. How would you rate the quality of Eaining you have received?

432t

Excellent Good Fair

2. Did you get the kind of naining you wanted?

Poor

No Definitely No Not Really Yes Generally yes Definitely

3. If a colleague were wanting similæ training, would you ¡ecommend our program to
him or her?

No Definitely No I Don't Yes,I Think So
Not Think So

Yes Definitely

4, In an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the training you received?

4321

Very Satisfied Mostly Satisfied Indifferent or Quite
Mildly Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied
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5. If you were to seek training again, would you request service from Family centre of
Winnipeg?

No Defïnitely
Not

No I Don't
Think So

Yes,I ïïink So Yes Definitely

ABOUT THE FACILITATOR:

6. How would you rate your facilitator?

Excellent Good Fair Poor

7. Were you satisfied with your facilitator's concern for your learning?

4321

Very Satisfied Mostly Satisfied

8. Was the facilitator prepared?

Indifferent o¡ Quite
Mildly Dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

No Definitely No Not Really Yes Generally yes Definitely

9. Did the facilitator hold rhe inreresr of the group?

No Definitely
Not

No I Don't
Think So

Yes,I Think So Yes Definitely
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10. Was the facilitator dynamic and enthusiastic?

r234

No Definitely No I Don't Yes,I Think So yes Definitely
Not Think So

il. Was the material presented in a clear manner?

1234

No Definitely No I Don't Yes,I Think So yes Definitely
Not Think So

12. Did you feel the subject was adequately covered?

1234

No Definitely No Not Really Yes Generally yes Definitely

Adapted from client sarisfacrion Quesrionnaire: copyright(c) 1979, l9B5 clifford
Attkisson,


